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INTRODUCTION
ESTHER MAHLANGU IN VIRGINIA
In 201 4, the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts commissioned Esther Mahlangu to create two nine-by-fifteen foot (2.75 x 4.57m) paintings for the collection.
These wonderful works provide a transformative Ndebele intervention in an Italianate-style court where they shine like a beacon on the walls leading to
the African gallery. Given their large format, the obvious choice was for Esther to paint these works in-situ at the museum. Each painting is titled Ibala
leSindebele (Ndebele Design) . They are stretched canvases and so can be moved to another gallery or included in an exhibition, and future building
renovations will not spell the end of these unique works. Indeed, some of Esther’s most significant international mural projects now exist only through
photographic documentation. In view of her abiding desire to continue and to preserve Ndebele culture, permanence was an important consideration.
The works extend our representation of Ndebele design, make an important addition to the museum’s representation of global contemporary art, and
bear relationship with other murals at VMFA, including Sol LeWitt’s Wall Drawing #541 and Ryan McGinness’ Art History Is Not Linear. LeWitt’s Wall
Drawing #541 is painted directly on the walls at the entrance to the museum’s late 20 th century galleries. When those murals were destroyed during a
building renovation, they were not lost, but were repainted afterwards because LeWitt’s work consists of instructions that can be replicated. Designed for
a space heralding entry to the museum, the McGinness commission, like that of Mahlangu’s, is not painted on the wall; its sixteen panels were created in
the studio.
It is well known that Mahlangu’s international career was doubly propelled by the 1 989 invitation to participate in the landmark Magiciens de la Terre
exhibition in Paris and the 1 991 BMW commission to paint a car for their Art Car Collection. Esther’s adventurousness and agility in taking her art to new
locales and formats set the stage for broadening her approaches to painting. What movements and developments in the history of art worldwide have not
been enriched by new contacts, situational changes, or patronage leading to transitions in form and format? Painting on canvas and on a variety of objects
offered Esther the means to realize her objective of making her art more widely accessible.
As an important component of our global mission, VMFA has a strong collection of the arts of Africa, broadly spanning the continent over 6,000 years
from pre-dynastic Egypt now to Esther’s 201 4 paintings. We are actively collecting contemporary works, and in 201 0, we organized the exhibition
Darkroom: Photography and New media in South Africa since 1 950. The decision to commission Esther Mahlangu, which was facilitated by a network of
friendships, was made because her work compellingly moves Ndebele design, through her distinctive style and innovation, to an international
contemporary art context.
Teacher that she is, Esther painted daily for a month in view of a highly interested and appreciative audience – among them painters, beadwork artists,
street artists, and art teachers – and she took time to meet and talk with people as work permitted. Even while Esther and her granddaughter Miriam
were bringing the two paintings into being, teachers in regional elementary and middle schools commenced student projects based on Ndebele designs. In
this way she reached young people in Virginia, albeit by example rather than direct instruction. Given Esther’s strong will to paint as a very young girl,
perhaps the way her art has stimulated students in their takes on Ndebele-style is a fitting tribute to the artist on her 80th birthday.

Richard B. Woodward
Curator of African Art
Virginia Museum of Fine Arts
Richmond, Virginia, USA
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ABSTRACTING FREEDOM
Ashraf Jamal
The South African visual arts canon has barely
countenanced the significance of abstract art.
Rather, the grand narrative of South African art –
certainly since the 1 970s – is one defined by a
culture of resistance, with the embattled black
body central to this culture. Sue Williamson’s
landmark study, Resistance Art (1 989), has been
highly instrumental in ensuring this focus. Driven
by the need to foreground the anti-apartheid
struggle, Williamson chose to explore the
principle of art as a ‘weapon of struggle’. At the
time of its publication – a time of accelerated
civil unrest against a ‘state of emergency’ –
Williamson’s editorial decision was an
ideologically just one.

be realised. No longer burdened by a didactic or
messianic revolutionary principle, art, it seemed,
could widen its scope. It was at this time that the
resistance culture would fuse its focus with
conceptualism. In this fusion it seemed that
abstraction – in a conceptual guise – might
loosen the hold of a cognitive and prescriptive
approach to art. This, however, was not the case.
Abstraction, as an aesthetic and an ethos,
remained in abeyance, for what is strikingly
apparent in South African art of the 90s is that
conceptualism, as an art of play and
experimentation, remained bound to-and-by the
human figure at the core of the resistance
movement.

Why is it that the figurative, when framed by the
socio-political, has continued to dominate South
Africa’s image repertoire? What hold does the
figure have on the South African imagination?
And why is it that South African artists seem
incapable of liberating themselves from an
This focus, no matter its ethical soundness, has its obsessive-compulsive return to the figure?
limitations. In Williamson’s introduction we learn
that, “before 1 976, a trip round South African art If I begin this collection of essays, dedicated to
galleries would have given very little clue to the the abstract artist Esther Mahlangu, by addressing
socio-political problems of the country. Strangely the omnipresence of the figure and the figurative
divorced from reality, landscapes, experiments in in South African art, it is because I wish at the
abstraction, figure studies, and vignettes of outset to impress upon the reader the
township life hung on the walls. The work most anomalous nature of Mahlangu’s aesthetic choice.
admired was that which appeared in the It is true that the figurative does play a role in
international magazines.” Clearly, for Williamson, Mahlangu’s art, typically in the use of the razor;
art’s role had to be instrumental in fostering that Mahlangu’s art is not purely abstract or
change. Abstraction per se, or landscape painting wholly removed from the world of perceptible
and portraiture, were insufficient. In hindsight, things. However, what intrigues me the more is
however, we can see the restrictiveness of the consuming centrality of abstraction; a focus
Williamson’s vision because the problem of the which within the South African image repertoire
socio-political is far more complex and multi- remains relatively unique and strikingly dissonant.
faceted .
If abstraction remains a rarity in South African
When in 1 997 Williamson and I published Art in art-making, this has everything to do with the
South Africa: The Future Present, the mood had country’s colonial and apartheid history, and,
shifted. Following the unbanning of the ANC, the against this history, the centrality of a
release of Nelson Mandela, and Albie Sachs’s call humanocentric vision in the struggle for
for artistic liberty in ‘Preparing Ourselves For liberation. At the centre of this struggle – which
Freedom’ (1 988), it seemed as though a new continues two decades after the first democratic
ethos of experimentation in the arts could now election in 1 994 – we find the bonded and
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disenfranchised black body; a body afflicted,
abject, oppressed. It is not surprising, therefore,
that it would be the black body in particular
which artists committed to liberation would
place centre stage. After all, as J.M. Coetzee
reminds us in White Writing (1 988), what was
strikingly absent in colonial paintings and sketches
of the late 1 800s and the early part of the
twentieth century was the black figure, because,
as Coetzee points out, it was the land that
mattered the more and not those who had first
occupied it. This is clearly a consistent view, for
in his ‘Jerusalem Prize Acceptance Speech’
(1 987) Coetzee insists that within the colonial
optic it is the land which above all else is revered
– “mountains and deserts, birds and animals and
flowers” – and it is towards the natural world
that “the hereditary masters of South Africa”
would dedicate their affection – “toward what is
least likely to respond to love.” What Coetzee in
effect reveals is the lovelessness at the core of
colonialism, a lovelessness founded on a
fundamental negation of the black body.
Because the black presence has been
concertedly removed from sight, banished to the
outskirts, denied any role by those in power
other than that of servant, it is thoroughly
understandable, therefore, that for the resistance
movement the figure – and the black body in
particular – would come to dominate the picture
frame. For Williamson, however, for the figure to
have a meaning, it had to be assigned a
prescriptive intent; in other words, the figure
could not simply be. It is this denial of the
essential or existential in favour of the
prescriptive which is the root of the on-going
problem within South African art and its
reception. Certainly the bonds have loosened:
however, much remains to be done if we are to
reconfigure the dominant perception of South
African art both locally and internationally.
Irrespective of the genre, the figure remains
central, and perhaps the strangest and most
emblematic conjuring of the figure in the South
African imaginary is Jane Alexander’s Butcher

Boys,

in which the human figure now finds itself
mutated, barely human, a creature caught in an
interregnum, ominous, portentous. By way of
contrast, consider the figure now caught in a
celebratory light, in Mary Sibande’s empowering
sculptures of the servant, Sophie . If Alexander’s
interpretation is enigmatic, while Sibande’s is
illustrative, what remains indisputable is the
omnipresence of the figurative as the definitive
cipher for the struggle for liberation. Abstraction,
pure abstraction in particular, certainly from 1 976
onwards, finds itself at risk of extinction.

a role or purpose, for as Marelize van Zyl points
out in her introduction to Trevor Coleman:
Abstraction 1 960 - 1 977 (201 4), it was in these
decades that the art form flourished. With the
mounting of the resistance movement in the
mid-1 970s, however, abstract art seemed little
more than an elitist indulgence. My question
though, is whether this is indeed the case? What
is it that makes abstract art the prerogative and
taste of the privileged and wealthy? And why is it
that Realism as an art form, through its
celebrated pioneers, Emile Zola in literature and
Gustav Courbet in painting, is automatically
This was not always the case. In the three deemed more empirical, more committed to the
decades following the 1 950 Venice Biennale it needs of the underprivileged and suffering?
seemed as though abstraction had an occupation,
3

In my view this opposition of abstraction and
realism is not only false, it is damagingly so, for
what has come to define the South African
psyche as a consequence of this judgement is a
diminished taste and a diminished perceptual
faculty. However, if revolutions truly work, then
surely they allow for a richer, more complex,
variegated, more relative value system? To date
this has not proven to be the case. A prescriptive
literalism remains dominant. “We have art”, said
Nietzsche, “so that we shall not die of the truth.”
In the South African context, however, art’s role
remains largely tied to a painful truth. Indeed, in
his conclusion to his ‘Jerusalem Prize Acceptance
Speech’ (1 987), Coetzee would bitterly conclude
that in South Africa there was “too much truth

for art to hold, truth by the bucketful, truth that of the desolate existential state it compels.
overwhelms and swamps every act of the
imagination.”
I should add that my interpretation of abstract
art here is primarily informed by the work of
This is a damning declaration indeed. The tragedy Mark Rothko. Abstraction has many other roles.
is that in 201 5 this declaration prevails. My point In the case of Esther Mahlangu the orientation is
here is not to diminish the importance of art not towards the sublime. Rather, Mahlangu’s
movements which run counter to this prevailing practice is hard edged, super-flat, unmoved by
view. Rather, I wish to account for the the lure of dissolution, murk, or the fascination
precariousness of abstraction as an art form, a with paint as a trigger for the metaphysical.
vision, and an idea in the South African context, Commonly understood as a marker for an
and, furthermore, account for its relative Ndebele tradition, Mahlangu’s aesthetic is,
absence. In this regard, reconsider Frantz Fanon’s however, not merely reducible to its ethnic, or
well known study, Black Skins White Masks peculiarly African origins. While African
(1 952). Fanon’s thesis is that colonisation not aesthetics has played a major role in the
only suppressed and emptied the black body of development of cubism, European minimalism
agency, it emptied the mind, it emptied the soul, and constructivism has, in turn, impacted on the
replacing substance with a void. In effect, it work of artists such as Mahlangu. It is a
turned the absented, the abstracted, the nullified, reciprocity of influence which I wish to insist
into a theatre of horror. The very process of upon here, for one could as plausibly argue that
turning someone into nothing is the core of Mahlangu possesses an international style –
enslavement. It is not surprising, therefore, that namely ‘hard painting’ – which has also
what emerges as all important is the wresting of distinguished the paintings of artists like Frank
the black body from this enslavement and Stella, Jasper Johns, Kenneth Noland, Bridget
oblivion, and the most effective way to do so Riley, and South African artist Trevor Coleman.
was to restore agency, purpose, narrative and
being to the black body.
What connects Mahlangu to this Western
aesthetic, or, what makes her adaptation of an
The aim of abstraction – if it can be said to Ndebele aesthetic coterminous with this
possess an aim – is of course to work directly modernist tradition is, fundamentally, the
counter to these assertions, for abstraction seeks eschewal of a naturalist, or realist reversion to a
to empty the world of things and purposes, to mimetic cult. Mahlangu’s art is neither folkloric
see the world in its raw and unformed state, or, nor narrative based. Her work does not tell a
to see it as a structure irreducible to the story, it supposes no internal meaning, and,
prerogatives and intentions of a materialist vision. therefore, is irreducible to commentary. It is for
Intrinsically sublime, abstraction dances in a void; this reason that, in the South African context,
it evokes the memory of a lived experience Mahlangu stands apart. Design, the cult of the
without recalling or re-presenting that 21 st century, comes forcibly to the fore. For if
experience. Precognitive, pre-literal, it seeks to one were to bequeath Mahlangu’s art with a
return the earth, the elements, existence itself to residual meaning, then that meaning, surely, is
some imagined and re-enacted pure state. While one which assigns value to surfaces. In other
made by humans, abstract art is intrinsically words, Mahlangu’s art is counterintuitive, or
inhuman – it others any overdetermined idea of rather it resists intuition for the better to return
the human. Austere, removed, impassive, the viewer to the pleasure of pure surface.
abstraction is the inverse of a collective Inspired by geometry, colour blocking and line,
humanocentric vision. You cannot crowd about Mahlangu’s best works release the perceiver
an abstract work of art without being reminded from his or her desire to assign a meaning. My
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interpretation here may not be one which
Mahlangu encourages, but it forcefully reminds
me of the power of a counterintuitive and nonrepresentational approach to art-making.
My point here, furthermore, is simply to assert
that pure abstraction as a vision, a world-view, or
a psychic consciousness runs contrary to a world
vision dominated by the figurative. Because
abstraction, in the hands of Mahlangu, conveys
no existential angst, as in the case of Rothko, and
because her focus eschews, or neglects to
remember, the struggle as a basis to creation,
Mahlangu in effect opens up a long-suppressed
counter vision to that defined by pain and
resistance. Indeed, Mahlangu profoundly shares
the sentiment of Vaclav Havel when in his
polemical ‘Six Asides about Culture’ (1 986) he
states: “something in me rebels against the claim
that history has condemned us to the unenviable
role of mere unthinking experts in suffering, poor
relations of those in the ‘free world’ who do not
have to suffer and have time to think.”
Herein lies the source of Mahlangu’s radical
vision: a vision which is gaining increased traction
in a world ground down by literalism and the
misguided belief that meaning, indeed truth, is
solely the province of a historical empiricism.
What of the spirit? What of a freer world? If, in
this putative democracy, abstraction as a vision
and an idea of freedom holds little sway, the
deeper question is why? What is it that makes
abstract expression impermissible to the South
African imaginary?
It is as though the South African imagination
cannot sustain itself without the figure – be it the
figure as triumphal or abject – and, as Njabulo
Ndebele has reminded us, the basis for this
obsession with the figure in extremis has
everything to do with the aesthetics and society
of the spectacle. Subject to a culture of witness –
be it the panoptic oppressive witness of
apartheid rule or the existential desire for being
seen to exist, to have a life and a purpose, which,
for Frantz Fanon, has been fundamentally denied

not only the black body but the black imagination
– South African art, as a consequence, has found
itself compelled to reproduce a pathological
optic. In other words, South African art, certainly
from the 1 970s, had effectively excised all art
forms, focus areas, ritual, and imaginative cultures
which failed to directly adhere to the exigent
needs of a didactic struggle.
This is why, all the more, I value the view of
Albie Sachs who, in his landmark paper
‘Preparing Ourselves For Freedom’, delivered at
an in-house ANC seminar in Lusaka, ran counter
to the dominant ideology and asked that the
resistance movement purge art from its role as a
weapon of struggle. Sachs’s view was that
didacticism diminished art’s power as a visionary
medium – what of love, Sachs asked, what of joy?
Sachs’s point here was that resistance art would,
in the end, prove little more than a reactive and
supplementary force, precisely because it was
underpinned by a prescriptive ideology. The jury
is certainly out in this regard as, contra Sachs, the
obsessive-compulsive fetish of resistance culture
– that is, a reactive and armed-responsive culture
– remains very much in place.
Implicitly, what Albie Sachs was celebrating in his
visionary paper was abstraction – the power to
communicate an emotion or an idea in an
intrinsically enigmatic way. For Sachs, art need
not be a mere cognitive tool. While meaning
may be resident in an abstract painting – if one
adopts a hermeneutic approach – what for Sachs
becomes all the more liberating is the intuitive
understanding that colour and form, when freed
from the figurative could open up an entirely
different vista, sensation, even truth. It is
therefore in relation to Sachs’s critical insight that
Mahlangu’s art deserves to be reconsidered, for,
contra the received opinion that her art is merely
decorative, or that it is solely indebted to an
Ndebele art tradition, my view is that Mahlangu’s
oeuvre is a powerful testimony to a call for
freedom, joy, and, dare I add – love. I say this
because what is indisputable when encountering
a Mahlangu artwork is the healthy pleasure it

generates. If history hurts, as Fredric Jameson
would have it, then Mahlangu’s art is a powerful
antidote to that hurt. The problem, of course, is
that South Africa’s art cognoscenti are still wired
towards hurt, which is why the art they most
value is art which invokes that hurt. As a
consequence of this predilection Mahlangu has
found little recognition in her home country.
However my objective here is not to bemoan
the critical neglect of the artist at home; rather it
is my intention, despite this neglect, to assert the
immensity of her significance. It is because
Mahlangu’s work resists the received culture and
aesthetics of reception that I find her work all the
more intriguing. The South African imaginary has
a long way to go before it can absorb Mahlangu’s
abstraction. For this moment to arise, the South
African art world will have to understand that its
collateral, domestically and globally, need not be
5

wholly defined by a history of pain and
redemption, a history in which the embattled
figure is centre-stage. After all, surely a truly
healthy society is one in which art is freed from
moral prescription? It is in this light that I
consider Mahlangu’s art to be utopian, for it is
not merely an aesthetic which negates the
prevailing reactive approach but one which
signals tomorrow’s health, today.
As the diverse collection of essays in this volume
attest, at best Mahlangu emerges as a paradox;
as a figure both defined by and freed from her
ethnicity, culture, and indigenous exoticism.
Celebrated internationally yet largely disregarded
at home, Mahlangu is proof that value is fickle.
However, times are changing and given the
newfound taste for African art, that is art with a
continental and not a parochial edge, it would
seem that Mahlangu’s work will gain even greater

traction. One can of course speculate as to this
increasing interest in African art - is it merely a
fresh commodity or investment market? A new
‘scramble for Africa’? Or is the focus on Africa
and its art symptomatic of a desire for redress –
a need to move beyond five hundred years of
colonial history, and, through Africa as a trope,
celebrate a new global humanism? If the latter,
then we can expect a vital shift away from art
which reproduces a history of pain in the instant
that it courts a triumphal liberation. And it is in
this crucial light that Esther Mahlangu’s art
emerges as thoroughly on point.

current her work in fact is. From the white cube
to the shop floor, Mahlangu’s signature is growing
exponentially. In short, Mahlangu’s art is wired to
a global zeitgeist in which abstraction and pattern
is assuming an increasing hold. If, therefore,
Mahlangu’s art is commercial – as evidenced in
her collaboration with BMW or the Brazilian and
Swedish footwear brands, Melissa and Eytys – it
is because it speaks to commercial currency and
because it is utterly timely. While for some
Mahlangu’s collaborations with business may
seem an unholy alliance, in my view South
African artists could learn a great deal from
Mahlangu who – like Takashi Murakami, who has
What makes Mahlangu’s art strikingly worked with Louis Vuitton, and Tracey Emin,
contemporary is her counterintuitive exploration who has worked with Selfridges – well
of surface, colour, and line. By freeing art from understands the cultural cachet which
the burden of meaning, Mahlangu has, in effect, accompanies the interface of art and business.
freed South Africa from the ghetto of its
restrictive imaginary. This is a large claim indeed, The international artist-as-networker, Mahlangu
for as I understand it – and here I differ from has fused the regional with the continental and
some of my fellow contributors – Esther the global; spirited by an irresistible aesthetic, it is
Mahlangu as an artist cannot be reduced to her intriguing to consider the abundant potential her
history; she cannot be explained away in-and- works offer the world. If there is one sure core
through a focus upon her gender, ethnicity, or to Mahlangu’s power and influence, it lies in her
even her age. An octogenarian, she is optimistic energy and the distinctive signature
nevertheless remarkably youthful; a black which underwrites this. If Rothko’s abstraction is
woman, she is, all importantly, human. Unmoved inspired by despair, then Mahlangu’s is inspired
by identity politics, resistant to the grand by love and a zest for community, both local and
narrative of resistance, peculiarly inspired by a global. An artist for our times, her art conjures
palette and a design of her own invention, lightness, play, movement, and an irresistible
Mahlangu is, first and foremost, the pure artist. affection for design.
Some would regard this view as overly rarefied
and naïve, but as I understand it, Mahlangu’s very That Warren Berger subtitled his book, Glimmer
radicality stems from the abstracted nature of (2009), with the words, “How design can
her vision. By refusing the pathological fixation transform your business, your life, and maybe
with the figure, by resisting a prescriptive even the world”, reveals the power which design
narrative of liberation, Mahlangu, paradoxically, holds upon our imagination. It is within this loop
liberated herself. Her art is the embodiment of that Mahlangu’s aesthetic emerges as both
this freedom in its purest sense, a freedom bankable and emotionally rewarding. Julian
which most South Africans have not yet Stallabrass’s titular phrase, High Art Lite (1 999),
encountered.
succinctly captures the interface between art and
design which Mahlangu straddles. Bruce Mau may
That Mahlangu can move effortlessly between not be alone when in ‘An Incomplete Manifesto
high art and design, pure expression and for Growth’ he declares, “I’m sick of modern
commodification, tradition and contemporaneity, design, I’m fed up with corporate cool, I can’t
should surely tell us just how emphatically bear to see one more ‘continuous surface’, I’ve
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had it with perfection, I hate clean lines”, but,
despite such complaints, it is precisely this taste
for the continuous cool surface and the
perfected clean line which prevails. I need not of
course add that Mahlangu’s art perfectly
embodies this prevailing taste and mood.
However, it is the life which generates this lifeaffirming and emotionally rewarding aesthetic
which matters the more, for the freedom
Mahlangu communicates is of a rare kind indeed,
particularly in a time which, despite a putative
democracy, remains enslaved to despair and
unrest.

This pain and despair is of course thoroughly
understandable. It stems from a profound sense
of betrayal. As early as 1 987 Coetzee would
remind us that: “Fraternity ineluctably comes in a
package with liberty and equality. The vain and
essentially sentimental yearning that expresses
itself in the reform movement in South Africa
today, is a yearning to have fraternity without
paying for it.” This indictment can as easily be
directed at the ANC, a government which has
further derailed the project of reconciliation. It is
one thing to tear down a symbol of white
imperial power, quite another to recognise that
the villains are also those who claim to govern in
It is very troubling indeed, if we are to heed your best interest.
Achille Mbembe’s view delivered at an in-house
seminar hosted by the Rhodes Must Fall Paradox and perversity abound, and within the
movement (201 5), that South Africa’s failed South African art world that paradox and that
experiment in democracy is but a ‘suspended perversity most strikingly converges upon the
be it Jane Alexander’s allegorical
revolution’. This dread, however, is by no means figure,
embodiment of a preternatural horror or Mary
a novel condition, for as one of Alan Paton’s Sibande’s fantastical and virtual embodiment of
black characters in Cry, the Beloved Country empowerment. There are of course innumerable
(1 948) ominously declares: “I have one great fear further instances of the paradox-and-perversity
in my heart, that one day when they are turned that is figuration in South African art. The
to loving, we will find that we are turned to purpose of this critique is of course to
hating.”
demonstrate just how strikingly different Esther
Mahlangu’s oeuvre in fact is. At no point in her
As South Africans, our lives today hang in this very long career has she ever sought to feed
balance. Indeed, the recent toppling of the statue upon an abiding pathology. Indeed, what makes
of the imperialist Cecil John Rhodes, or its her art remarkable, indeed profoundly enabling,
defilement with human excrement, clearly points is that she has wholly by-passed South Africa’s
to the darker side of black protest in South pathological optic. Spirited, joyous, vital, dynamic,
Africa. Here the figure does not embody the art of Esther Mahlangu amounts to an
empowerment but oppression. Nevertheless we exorcism, for it not only releases us from the
remain within the orbit of figuration itself: burden of history but, all importantly, stands as a
resistance, it seems, cannot be achieved without highly seductive and powerful testimony to a
symbolic-yet-visceral gestures such as the defiling spirit unmoved by despair. It is through
and toppling of a statue. My point here is to abstraction that Mahlangu has defied South
earnestly reaffirm the persistence of the Africa’s history. If her spirit is profoundly at odds
obsessive-compulsive, even morbid, nature of a with its dark undertow it is because she has
figuratively driven resistance. Moreover, that the always known a better world, a world
on-going violence and unrest, indeed an unconstrained by nationhood, ethnicity, identity
emergent black nihilism, is directly wired to the politics, even the irksome banality of
body in pain; a body whose yearnings and autobiography. For Esther Mahlangu, who turns
frustrations remain unresolved.
80 this year, the great experiment in abstraction
has always been an experiment in freedom.
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JE M’APPELLE ESTHER
Portia Malatjie
The biblical proverb, “A prophet is honored
everywhere except in his own hometown and
among his relatives and his own family” is
particularly apt for Esther Mahlangu. 1 Mahlangu
is a celebrity in the international art world, but is
barely known in South Africa. When she goes
abroad, where she is often invited to paint
murals, she goes clad in her extravagant Ndebele
attire. When she arrives in Paris, Mahlangu, an
Ndebele elder in her community, engages in
conversations with Parisians in their mother
tongue. When asked her name, she replies in a
language even most Anglo-Saxons in South
Africa are unfamiliar with: “Je m’appelle Esther.”
The irony is that when she is back home, any
conversation with her in English requires an
interpreter.
Now 80 years old, Mahlangu was born in 1 935 in
Middelburg, South Africa, and now resides in
Weltevrede, a town in Mpumalanga Province
that is dominated by people of the Ndebele
cultural group. Like many other Ndebele women
of her generation, she was taught the arts of
beadwork and wall painting at a young age, and
the latter constituted her claim to artistic fame
when she was in her late 50s. Since participating
in her first art exhibition, Mahlangu has had a
highly successful career, both locally and
internationally.
After a number of researchers saw Mahlangu’s
beautifully decorated house, she was selected to
be part of an exhibition at the Centre Georges
Pompidou in France. This was in the late 1 980s, a
time of violent political turmoil in South Africa.
As a result of the oppressive apartheid
government, a number of countries imposed an
economic and cultural boycott on the country.
Despite these difficulties, Mahlangu was able to
travel to Paris for Magiciens de la Terre (curated
by Jean-Hubert Martin), an exhibition that was
not without its own share of controversy.

Mahlangu’s inclusion in the exhibition in France Explaining the exhibitions motivation, Vogel
was not the first by a South African. Gerard stated that,
Sekoto left for France in the late 1 940s to be
part of an émigré community of artists, later ‘Africa Explores’ seeks to focus on Africa, its
augmented by a number of Americans – concerns, and its art and artists in their own
including author James Baldwin, musician Nina contexts and in their own voices. Western
Simone, and dancer Josephine Baker. In this perceptions of Africa, and Western uses on African
foreign context, black artists arguably had more art, are entirely secondary here, as are isolated
control over what they produced, and appeared African uses of Western ideologies and artefacts. 2
to have escaped the limitations their race
In her introductory text, Vogel goes on to
imposed back home.
classify ‘African art’ into different categories,
I raise this to indicate the perception of France as namely as traditional, international, functional,
a liberal and unprejudiced country, where artists and urban or popular. She describes ‘traditional’
who had been denied artistic freedom back art as that which is:
home could find refuge. However, these socalled progressive arrangements were not … village based, and is made by artists who work
without their faults. Josephine Baker, for instance, mainly for members of their own ethnic group.
opted to exploit the colonialist exoticisation of They have been trained through a relaxed form of
black people in order to gain credence in Paris. It traditional teaching – usually apprenticeship – and
was by appropriating the notion of the other and make works that serve old functions, if sometimes
playing into the European expectations of the in an updated style using new materials, such as
hyper-sexed, exotic and erotic black woman, that enamel paint. The forms of traditional art, almost
Baker gained cultural mileage. What is more, always sculptures, are resolved, self-contained, and
critics charged that Magiciens de la Terre unitary; their subjects are humans and animals,
presented a somewhat distorted view of African often highly stylized.
arts. While one of the main stated objectives of
the exhibition was to counter the primitivisation When Mahlangu arrived at the Centre Georges
and exoticisation of African art, some felt it Pompidou, she was invited to paint a preerected house similar to her own. Her painting
perpetuated this tradition.
performance excited the curiosity of the Parisian
In the Western classification of African art, audience, an effect that was likely hightened by
Ndebele mural painting would have been seen as her elaborate ‘traditional’ Ndebele attire. The
‘functional’, in as much as the designs are painted scene arguably resembled curiosity cabinets,
onto people’s homes. This classification of the where the white European gaze fell on the
‘functionality’ of ‘African art’ objects gained ‘othered’ bodies of black Africans.
momentum around the time of the rise of
African art scholarship from the West. One such Incidents like these raise several questions about
case is through the exhibition Africa Explores: 20th the nature and dynamics of the representation of
Century African Art (1 992), held simultaneously at black artists, such as Esther Mahlangu. In
the Centre for African Art and the New Mahlangu’s case, this dynamic is also inextricably
Museum of Contemporary Art in New York and linked to her cultural history and identity, not
least because of the performative nature of her
curated by Susan Vogel.
participation at Magiciens when she painted a
Like Magiciens de la Terre , Africa Explores was traditional Ndebele hut in the presence of
also framed within the post-colonial context of Europeans. At the centre of Mahlangu’s practice
the West’s ‘new’ relationship with Africa. is her identity as an Ndebele artist, all the more
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so because she is very much the sole face of
Ndebele art. Reading Mahlangu from a
biographical point of view is also of particular
interest considering the circumstances of her
entry into the art world, as well as the fact that
she might be said to exist within the so-called
‘traditional’ as well as the ‘contemporary’.

the formal and conceptual aspects of their work.
There is the danger therefore, which attends
black woman artists with a ‘traditional’
background, of locating Mahlangu’s practice in
her biography. However, by attempting to avoid
the trap of a simplistic reading of Mahlangu’s
work, we run the risk of omitting her life details,
more specifically, because a new scholarship with
Historically, ‘African artworks’ that were a strong post-colonialist and black feminist ethos
‘discovered’ in a village would not be credited to has deployed biography and autobiography as
an individual artist, but would rather be seen as tools to subvert colonialist representations. Black
communal, functional art, for which a whole feminism in particular argues for the re-imagining
community would be credited. This differs from of ways in which black women’s stories have
Western art, where the autonomous (white, been written. An essential component of this
male) artist was celebrated. It is therefore process is the reinsertion of their experiences
noteworthy that Mahlangu occupies the space of into their work.
autonomous artist while simultaneously
representing an entire community. This begs the I therefore propose a different use of biography
question: how did Mahlangu become the face of in reading the works of black artists, which is not
something very communal? It is perhaps the derived from its colonialist precedent, nor is it a
Western impulse to isolate the individual and way of attempting to use “the masters tools” in
celebrate her/him. It is to be noted, nevertheless, order to “dismantle the master’s house.” 4 In this
that even in collective practices, there is usually instance, biography can be used as a tool of selfan individual who stands out, and it is possible insertion, whereby black artists are able to assert
that Mahlangu was the virtuoso in her their agency. Instead of being represented by a
community.
voice that aims to subjugate, the artist takes hold
of that representation by foregrounding their
These days, there is an understandable own life experiences. In Mahlangu’s case she is
reluctance to draw too heavily on an artist’s able to achieve this through self-portraiture. In
history, in this case specifically because of the some of her self-portraits, for example, she
tendency to write black artists solely through draws attention not just to herself but to her
their biography, as opposed to via a critical culture by representing herself in traditional
engagement with their work. Following this logic, attire. She also makes reference to her travels
the work of veteran artist Gladys Mgudlandlu, for through the figures of aeroplanes in the
example, can be reduced to the fact that she background, as well as through the inclusion of
had “the first exhibition [by] … a black woman landmarks like the Eiffel Tower.
artist.” 3 Other biographical details are similarly
obscure, as when it is noted that Mgudlandlu, Such an approach might also be extended, in as
“came from a Ciskei missionary family, had much as the necessity of altering one’s
gained a teaching diploma and was a trained appearance and identity in order to escape a
nurse. She was largely self-taught as an artist but, primitivising gaze can now be countered. When
like many black children, she had played with clay Parisian onlookers were watching Mahlangu at
forms and made designs for murals on huts.”
work in her traditional garments, they were most
likely awed and entertained by her difference.
In such instances, biography is used to Yet it should not be necessary for artists like
marginalise black artists, and the race and gender Mahlangu to change their appearance and
of the artist are made to take precedence over identity so as to counteract this. One of the
10

anecdotes about Mahlangu’s first visit to Europe
recounts that she took a packet of maize meal
with her, because she was unsure what French
cuisine would be like and wanted to ensure that
she would not go hungry. It is these details that
do and should construct our perception of
Mahlangu’s identity. Before engaging with her
work, we are interested in her experience as a
black woman travelling to Europe for the first
time, especially at a time when travel was not as
commonplace as it is today. While the mention
of her first-time travels can be seen as
problematic, it should be appreciated as an
experience that informed her early artistic
practice.
At the same time, Mahlangu has also shown
herself to be highly versatile. One of her claims
to fame is her being selected to paint the BMW
525i car in 1 991 . At that time, previous artists
had included celebrated white male pop artists
Andy Warhol (1 979), Roy Lichtenstein (1 977)
and Robert Rauschenberg (1 986), whose pop
art aesthetic of vibrant colours and abstract
subject matter Mahlangu shares. She is recorded
as drawing and painting freehand 5 with chicken
feathers, yet achieving immaculate and seemingly
precise geometric shapes and patterns.
Pop artists often made use of ‘light’ subject
matter to comment on social issues, and the
same can be read in Mahlangu’s work. Her use
of the razor blade, which she claims as her
signature and which takes different forms in
many of her works, occupies a place of both the
aesthetically beautiful as well as the abject. As
much as it has been rendered beautiful, it
simultaneously causes unease because of its
potential to inflict pain and to draw blood. The
razor has uses in numerous cultural groups,
including as a tool to cut material in the process
of bead-making. Mahlangu therefore draws from
her cultural background as an Ndebele, South
African, and citizen of the world in the
production of her work.

Much like the clothes she wears, Mahlangu is a
woman of multiple layers. As indicated, her
practice can be read in terms of her rich
biography and life’s experiences. It can
simultaneously be read from the aesthetic and
formal make-up of her physical work. What is
essential however, is that the ways in which her
work has historically been written needs
interrogation. The reading of her work needs to
be adapted to fit the contemporary art
landscape, her concerns, artistic expression,
ideological positioning and evolving agency.
Given this, a solo exhibition of Mahlangu’s work
in 201 5 becomes an opportunity both to assess
her work in light of the contemporary South
African and international art context, and to
suggest new vocabularies for reading her work
today.
1 Mark 6: 4, New Living Translation.
2 Vogel, S, (1 992), Africa Explores: 20th Century
African Arts, The Center for African Art, New York,
pp. 9.
3 Arnold, M, (1 996), Women and Art in South Africa,
David Phillips Publishing, Cape Town, pp.1 2.
4 This phrase is derived from African-America black
feminist scholar Audre Lorde. In her text ‘The
Master’s Tools Cannot Dismantle the Master’s
House’, Lorde argues that in order to eradicate
colonialism, black people need to employ new
theories and strategies. They cannot use the same
strategies as their colonial ‘master’ and merely
appropriate them (In Lorde, A, (1 984), Sister
Outsider, The Crossing Press Feminist Series,
California).
5 Sirch, G, (201 0), ‘Art Unstable Tradition’, in Esther
Mahlangu: Une artiste Ndebele ai Colonos,
Associazion Cultural Colonos, Italy, pp.1 7.

Portia Malatjie holds a Masters in History
of Art from the University of the
Witwatersrand. She is a curator and has
lectured History of Art and Visual Culture at
Rhodes University.
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HEART AND HEARTH
Anna Stielau
Therefore the places in which we have experienced
daydreaming reconstitute themselves in a new
daydream, and it is because our memories of
former dwelling-places are relived as day-dreams
that these dwelling-places of the past remain within
us for all time… – Gaston Bachelard, ‘The House

and the Universe’ (1 957)

Perhaps home is not a place but simply an
irrevocable condition. - James Baldwin, Giovanni’s
Room (1 956)

A house is never just a house. Beyond their
more pragmatic function – to provide shelter,
say, or a place to sleep in relative comfort –
houses serve to divide public and private space.
Inside them, the intimate dramas of our domestic
lives play out. We depend on our houses. We
mould their spaces to fit our bodies and we
imprint ourselves upon them. Around us, we
arrange the objects that accrue in our lives, all
our material possessions, to convey our tastes
and interests but also perhaps to keep alive what
we know about ourselves. I am in the building
and (maybe, only maybe) the building is in me .
Perhaps that’s why we choose the public faces of
our houses with such care; those facades that
look out on our behalf upon the world of the
street. Houses house , oscillating between the
noun and the verb in our collective social
imagination. They contain us.

… at the Pompidou Centre she was presented with
a replica of her own house! Complete with roof,
outer wall, gate, windows and door, the
reconstructed house lacked only the brightly
coloured painted murals she loved so well. She had
to wipe her eyes to make sure she was not
dreaming. Esther was requested to decorate the
house in traditional Ndebele fashion, just like her
real home back in Africa. 1

Not all houses are homes. And not every home The French curatorial team had replicated, in
exacting detail, a house onto which Esther’s
is a house.
artistic vision could be projected. But it was not,
It was a house that catapulted artist Esther as Kaufmann is careful to point out, her “real
Mahlangu to fame in 1 989. In the catalogue home”, anchored in geographic, social and
accompanying Esther’s 2003 solo show, Kyle affective space. This was Esther’s house
Kaufmann writes of her arrival in Paris for the transported, equal parts familiar and strange.
Why, I find myself wondering, reconstruct a
landmark Magiciens de la Terre exhibition:
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home in its entirety, not for living in but for
looking at? Why foreground the house, and not
merely showcase the murals that Esther
executes with such skill?
I am interested in thinking through the affective
nexus of house and of home in Esther
Mahlangu’s practice. How might the notion of
the home - in its manifestations as the locus of
an Ndebele decorative tradition, as art object, as
container for the body and as a topography both
real and imagined – be said to operate in her
oeuvre? In attending to her work theoretically, as
I believe it has rarely been engaged, how might
Esther begin to call attention to the permeable
boundaries between lived, living space and the
echoing rooms of history? What can Esther tell
us about being at home and being far from

home? Or even about being, as Homi Bhabha
puts it, ‘unhomely’, and experiencing that “shock
of recognition of the world in the home, and
the-home-in-the-world”?2
As I write this, I have on the table beside me a
photograph of Esther. She stands in the doorway
of her home in Mabhoko, dressed to the nines in
full Ndebele finery and with her bare feet
planted squarely on her green front steps. The
light does not quite reach into the shadows
behind her and the depth of that interior space is
difficult to gauge. Here and there, paintings can
be glimpsed on a far wall. Immediately to the
artist’s right is the beginning of a mural that spans
the house’s exterior wall, extending as far as the
decorated entrance gate or iblogho . Its geometric
pattern and graphic planes of colour are
mirrored in Esther’s dress. So much so, in fact,
that she seems one with the surrounding space:
a relief sculpture in the style she has claimed as
her signature.
When Esther was “discovered” – and isn’t that a
peculiar turn of phrase that appears in many
retellings of her narrative, as if she was a foreign
land or exotic bird – her house was not unique
in its embellishments. Southern Ndebele3
women have decorated their homes with
stylized mural designs for a century or so.
According to Lekghoati, Rich, Smuts and Getz in

Africa meets Africa: Ndebele Women Designing
Identity (2008), 4 these murals are too readily

consigned to the category of indigenous art. In
fact, Ndebele house painting is a fairly recent
development closely tied to the development of
industrial paint. From the early twentieth century
on, murals were popularized as a means to
celebrate and monumentalise an existing
aesthetic register, to personalize the homes of
individuals and families, and to gain favour from
the spirits.
When their work began attracting the attention
of tourists, many mural painters were conflicted.
On the one hand, their paintings appealed to
apartheid ideals of separatism inasmuch as they

profiled the style of what appeared to be a single
ethnic group, effectively making Ndebele villages
distinctly Ndebele. On the other, mural painting
provided a powerful aid to challenge the same
racist philosophies that sought to commandeer it.
Women using state-sponsored paint began
swapping geometric form for naturalism as a
protest, geared to challenge forced relocations to
the homeland of KwaNdebele. Whole villages
faced the world with facades that bore mute but
vivid witness to the politics, allegiances and
demands of their occupants.
On the flyleaf of the 1 986 publication Ndebele:
The Art of an African Tribe , Nadine Gordimer
writes that the “canvas” of Ndebele art is “the
shrine of the home” and notes the importance of
its guardianship. 5 While shrines they may well
be, the homes of Ndebele muralists were not
divorced from the secular. They represented the
primary site of domestic experience but also
became an arena for storytelling, for
consolidating memory, for the pursuit of beauty
and for political action.
Let me be careful here. I am reluctant to shore
Esther up behind the walls of tradition. Too
often has she been reduced only to the product
of a particular cultural heritage, making her role
as a producer in her own right appear incidental
or less exceptional. Her mode of working
adheres to, but also departs from, the aesthetic
legacy that informs it.
When Esther’s homestead was recreated in Paris
for her first international show, her art was
presented within the ambit of a tradition that
predates her. Her ties to the home, to domestic
life and to the Ndebele were privileged over a
more fluid and negotiable approach to display. At
best, that’s an ambiguously ethnographic move,
and to an extent a deceptive one, in that the
house in the Pompidou Centre is only the
convincing illusion of a re-contextualised object.
Not a house a long way from home, then, but a
house that was never a home. When confronted
with it, Esther rubbed her eyes in confusion.

There can be no doubt that Esther is, indeed, 1 Kauffman, K, (2003), ‘Foreword’, Esther Mahlangu
2003, (eds.) FR de Jager and AG Loots, V Gallery,
here. She has put down roots – although really,
she was never without them – in the town of Cape Town.
her birth, but continues to live large in the minds 2 Bhabha, H, (1 992), ‘The World and the Home’,
of her country and an international art public.
Social Text, No. 31 , pp. 1 41 -1 53.
Her house in Mabhoko (or Weltevrede as the
town is known to its Afrikaans speaking 3 These kinds of homogenous classification can be
population) is open to the world. It still blurs the dangerously essentialist. In ‘A Text without a
Sydney Kasfir (1 999) calls into question
boundary between the space of art and the Shadow’,
the fact that “identifiable cultural styles” are so
space of life. Simultaneously a living area and an readily tacked onto ethnicity. She points out that the
exhibition centre, Esther’s lounge is, as an thinking here is faulty. Ethnic groups should not and
example, also her showroom. There’s an elegant cannot be made to signify monolithically. Which
synchronicity there. The house whose Parisian Ndebele, I should ask? Who practice what faith,
what laws, lead what lives? Bearing this in
double introduced Esther to the world now follow
mind
I
use these terms more as a means to indicate
invites the world in, and the artist – “the 1 st the ways in which Esther’s work has been parsed in
contemporary art discourse, rather than because I
So how did Esther counter this disconnect woman to go overseas”– has returned home.
believe that Ndebele South Africans are either
between her house in Paris and her “real home
unified or uniform.
A
house
is
never
just
a
house.
in Africa”? She began, in the years that followed,
to untether her work from the walls. “Not
4 Lekgoathi, SP, Smuts, H, Rich, P and Getz, C,
(2008), Africa meets Africa: Ndebele Women
everybody could come to see our houses and The architect Adolf Loos points out that a house
demands
more
from
its
maker
than
an
art
designing Identity, Africa meets Africa NPC,
therefore I decided to put the painting on canvas
object.
“The
house
has
to
please
everyone”,
he
Johannesburg.
6
and boards and take it to them”, she explains.
says,
while
the
work
of
art
is
only
“a
private
With the artist’s expert assistance, the house
5 In Courtney-Clark, M, (1 985), Ndebele: The Art of an
7
came to meet the world. In her three decades as matter for the artist.” But what of those few African Tribe, Rizzoli, New York.
articulated
spaces
in
the
world
that
blur
the
a celebrated artist, and with a lifetime of
experience as a muralist, Esther has turned her boundary between public and private, those 6 Mahlangu, E, (2003), Esther Mahlangu 2003, (eds.)
FR de Jager and AG Loots, V Gallery, Cape Town,
hand to painting on canvas, to beadwork and to spaces that are both houses and works of art?
Well,
they
have
to
please
the
world.
pp. 22.
commercial decoration. Her 1 991 BMW
commission was, and remains, an iconic moment And sometimes, just sometimes, they do.
7 In Masheck, J, (201 3), Adolf Loos: The Art of
in the history of South African art, embodying a
Architecture, IB Tauris, New York, pp. 11 8.
national sensibility poised at the edge of a
multicultural, globalized art market.
In his essay ‘The World and the Home’, Homi
Bhabha (1 992) offers the idea of the unhomely,
which might help me unpack this moment. Being
unhomely is not the state of missing home or of
being homeless, but has more in common with
the experience of displacement. It is the gradual
realization that the border between the home
and the world has become porous: “uncannily,
the private and the public become part of each
other, forcing upon us a vision that is as divided
as it is disorienting.” The unhomely arises when
you sense that your home is not your own, and
indeed, when the notion of home itself is
fundamentally disturbed.

Anna Stielau is a Master of Fine Arts

Beside the main drag into Mabhoko in the
KwaMahlangu district of Mpumalanga, there is a
billboard. It reads, in cheerfully exclamatory red
capitals, “Esther is here” and includes the phrase’s
French translation, “Esther est ici.” There’s an
addition in unwieldy blue cursive immediately
below – “The 1 st woman who visited overseas”
– but it is encroached upon by a far larger,
capitalised stencil, proclaiming ‘ART WOMAN.’

candidate at the University of Cape Town, a
freelance writer, and a two-time gold medal
winner of the National Arts Journalism
Awards.
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KNOWLEDGE IN
TRANSLATION
Heléne Smuts and Chonat Getz
Walking home after the funeral of Francina
Ndimande, Esther Mahlangu’s contemporary and
an equally iconic resident of Mthambothini
village, Esther expressed surprise that the tribute
we had just heard made no mention of Francina
as an artist. Yet the ceremony had taken place
against the backdrop of the Ndimande
homestead, resplendent in Francina’s Ndebele
designs, her saturated blues and reds crisp in the
early morning light. As an internationally
successful Ndebele artist, perhaps this was
Esther the cultural entrepreneur speaking? Or
was she responding as a matriarch and custodian
of heritage concerned for the survival of
Ndebele art beyond her generation?
When I asked Esther what motivates her to
paint, she pointed to her itjhorholo , the wellworn hide apron she beaded herself many years
ago to mark her status as a mature married
woman: “I am Ndebele,” she said, “I was born
Ndebele. I will never be CIVILISED!” And this
followed by peals of laughter. There is a great
deal for contemporary South Africans to learn, I
believe, in the sheer fluidity and lightness with
which Esther traverses very different contexts
and in her ability to both value and continually
reinterpret her heritage – Esther Mahlangu, the
brand, was featured on embroidered sneakers at
Paris Fashion Week 201 5.
In South Africa’s era of ‘civilising’ colonial
conquest, and particularly in the mission stations
set up in rural outposts, African styles of
adornment were strongly discouraged, in favour
of Western clothing conventions. Likewise, the
skills of reading and writing were taught in the
hope of replacing oral traditions with literacy. In
this process, ‘civilising’ missions eventually
succeeded in subverting local knowledge

systems, which were eroded further by the
apartheid government’s economic isolation of
its infamous ‘homelands’.
Yet, in the 21 st century, in line with South
African education policy, English as compulsory
language of learning continues to disempower
learners in rural places. As much as proficiency
in English is desired to access a global world, for
many it is just too unfamiliar a language and
presents a severe stumbling block to learning.
Prescribed high school mathematics textbooks,
written in English, evoke fear in many learners
and in their teachers. The current crisis in South
African education calls for a more authentic
learning strategy for the distinct needs of rural
schools.
Over the years, Esther Mahlangu has taught
many children to paint at her home. She talks
with great pleasure, also, of recently teaching
youngsters in Venice. They painted with chicken
feathers, she boasts, as she always does,
successfully completing an enormous mural with
her. But currently she fears interest is waning
amongst the young ones at home. For this
reason, Esther has been collaborating closely
with Africa meets Africa, an educational Non
Profit Company, which documents southern
African visual culture, past and present, seeking
out solutions to rural classroom learning
problems in the visual expression of local
knowledge systems. An effective teaching and
learning strategy has been realized by
introducing inherited arts skills in both the Visual
Arts and the Mathematics classroom, within an
integrated learning methodology.
In the process of developing its arts skills based
learning methodologies in various rural contexts,
Africa meets Africa is often led by the words
artists choose to describe how they work.
Esther remembers being taught to paint by her
mother, according to custom, in the distinctive
style of the Nzunza Ndebele clan: “When you
made your first wall painting as a young wife”
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she explains, “you were watched very closely by
the other women. You were putting all your
knowledge and understanding on that wall for
everyone to see. Creating a good painting
would earn you instant respect. But the older
wives would laugh at you if your design did not
work out!” As Esther explains, “When a married
Ndebele woman, dressed in her full beaded
adornment, walks in front of the painted walls of
her home, you can see they are one. All her
colours and shapes talk to one another.”
When I asked Francina Ndimande about the
ease with which she generated complex
patterns and painted straight lines by hand,
without any measuring device nor stretched
string or tape that is, she responded by saying, “I
use my eyes only”. There is a striking similarity
between Francina’s words and those of the
celebrated mathematician Benoît Bandelbrot,
who wrote in his The Fractal Geometry of Nature
in 1 982: “For me, the most important
instrument of thought is the eye. It sees
similarities before a formula has been created to
identify them.”
These ideas, articulated in very different
cognitive contexts, are explored further in the
inter disciplinary teacher’s resource book and
documentary film Ndebele Women designing
Identity, published in 2008 by the Africa meets
Africa project. The school subjects of History,
Visual Arts and Mathematics are integrated.
Africa meets Africa mathematician, Dr Chonat
Getz, writes that when she looks at Ndebele
architecture and wall painting, she sees a design
language that speaks of symmetry and
proportion. This language, inherited by Ndebele
women from their mothers and grandmothers,
gives them the ability to recognise and create
pattern, both on a two-dimensional surface and
in three-dimensional space. Mathematics, of
course, also offers a way of thinking about
proportion, symmetry and pattern, Getz points
out. In the resource book, she uses Mathematics
to measure up design language inherited and
continually reinterpreted by Ndebele women,

Quadrilaterals: one exercise of Grade 9
Geometry, by Africa meets Africa classroom
mathematics learning materials writer, Jackie
Scheiber.

© Africa meets Africa NPC and Heléne Smuts, 201 5. Neither
image, text nor concept may be reproduced without
permission.

A well used working space at Esther
Mahlangu’s homestead, where she has taught
many youngsters to paint.
translating tangible forms into abstract formulae.
Getz uses traditional Ndebele architecture and
wall painting styles to illustrate a range of
mathematical ideas, such as the Theorem of
Pythagoras.
In addition, Esther has developed three paintings
for the Africa meets Africa project to guide
teachers and learners from local schools in
mastering the art of Ndebele painting. School
learners at Grade 9 and 1 0 level create paintings
in traditional Ndebele clay pigments according to
her template, and then explore the geometric
principles in the paintings they have produced.
National curriculum linked classroom learning
materials, written in conversation with Esther,
guide learners to translate their visual
understanding of abstract forms into the abstract
language of mathematics.

Acrylic paints were introduced to the Ndebele
artists of this region during 1 940s. When she
teaches, Esther insists that learners first master
clay pigments before using acrylic paint. The
original Ndebele ikghupho wall patterns were
created by hand as a woman drew her fingers
through a mixture of wet plaster and cow dung.
These delicate visual rhythms were generated
through a fine coordination of eye, hand and
physical rhythm.
Like Esther, Francina insisted that her designs
were not representational, but, “came from
[her] head.” “Even if I see a design somewhere
that I like” Francina said, “I cannot copy it. I can
only make it more beautiful.” In resolving and
playing out her abstract designs in subtle colour
harmonies, an infectiously joyous energy is
continually at play in Esther’s paintings.
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Through its processes of facilitating knowledge
exchange between rural custodians of heritage
and its team of academic specialists, Africa
meets Africa socially contextualises the
development of arts styles, also encouraging
educators to evaluate both oral and published
sources of history critically. Key to the Africa
meets Africa project’s approach, therefore, is an
acknowledgement of the fluidity of ethnicity and
the dynamic nature of southern African cultural
expression. In Ndebele Women designing Identity,
Historian Professor Sekibakiba Peter Lekgoathi
presents the Ndebele arts in social context, as
the product of the tribulations of a troubled
people with a cultural identity more disrupted
than most. The name amaNdebele , he points
out, was taken on by the original Nguni migrants
who settled among Sotho speaking people after
being referred to as ‘encroaching’ Matebele .
Significantly, Ndebele wall painting originated, in

part, through the adoption of elements of Pedi
painting practices.
The flourishing of the Ndebele aesthetic Esther
Mahlangu identifies with, as a member of the
Nzunza Ndebele clan, was the result of extreme
social disruption. When the Nzunza Ndebele
were defeated by the forces of Paul Kruger’s
Zuid Afrikaansche Republiek in 1 883, they were
dispossessed of their land. Ndebele families
became indentured labourers on farms allocated
as war prize to a white Baas. Marooned on
unfamiliar land, it was in a desperate attempt to
maintain their cultural identity that Nzunza
women turned architects, and designed
homesteads (umuzi) made up of an ordered
sheltering complex of square houses, with
private inner courtyards between them. Here
the ephemeral memory of an Ndebele way of
life was evoked and recreated within abstract
spaces, designed by women for nurturing their
young children in Ndebele identity. The front
walls of the homesteads were painted in brilliant
colours and designs, amplifying the existing
Ndebele aesthetic. These wall paintings also
served as worthy backdrop to the final
ceremonial celebration of male and female
initiation ceremonies, which essentially kept
Ndebele culture alive through disruptive times.
Architect Peter Rich draws a direct line between
the classicism of Ndebele architectural and wall
painting design, and the way an Ndebele woman
interprets the symmetry and proportion of her
own body in the design of her beaded
adornments. “The shapes, symmetry and border
trim of beaded aprons speak to the shape and
symmetry of the homestead and its enclosing
walls”, he observes, “There is no co-incidence in
the fact that they were created by the same
woman.”
Perhaps then, in pointing to her well-worn
itjhorholo , and all it represents as the source of
her motivation, Esther Mahlangu is touching on a
long line of creative resilience and knowledge, in
constant translation. For her there is no problem,

it seems, in connecting her particular cultural
heritage with universal ideas of abstraction
within the global contemporary art world.
Thinking back on our conversation, as we
walked home after Francina’s funeral, I
remember being aware of a touch of curiosity in
Esther’s voice, as she professed her surprise at
the lack of acknowledgement of Francina as an
artist. It was a curiosity I had sensed before, on
occasion, when Esther was talking about some
new experience; or some challenge. An
astonishment, perhaps, which invariably
generated yet another creative solution on
canvas or board. Or on one of her new murals,
here at home in Mthambothini, in Venice or,
most recently, at the Virginia Museum of Fine
Arts in the United States.
Hulle het my geroep ,

Esther proclaims with
authority, whenever there is a new request for
her to come and paint in some far off country:
in Europe, the United Sates or in Asia. Of
course they are calling her. She speaks no
English, she writes only her name, but by now
the whole world knows about Ndebele art. And
they know Esther Mahlangu.
Ek is Esther,

I have heard her declare, as she
puts her price to a new work. She is Esther, an
artist.
But she is our mother, also

Chonat Getz provides some context for the
application of the abstract visual language in
Mahlangu’s art to the universal language of
mathematics:
Philosophy [nature] is written in that great book
which ever is before our eyes -- I mean the
universe -- but we cannot understand it if we do
not first learn the language and grasp the symbols
in which it is written. The book is written in
mathematical language, and the symbols are
triangles, circles and other geometrical figures,
without whose help it is impossible to comprehend
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a single word of it; without which one wanders in
vain through a dark labyrinth. – Galileo Galilei

The signs and symbols that an artist uses in
order to investigate and explore their ideas are
manifold. Famously European symbols of a dove,
a skull a rose – Aboriginal symbols of a campfire,
a water hole, a river – Adinkra symbols of
crocodiles and Ram’s horns – Chinese symbols
of dogs and dragons – the list is endless.
The cosmology of Esther Mahlangu
encompasses the symbols, which, according to
Galileo, are the symbols of the mathematical
language used to describe the Universe –
triangles, circles and other geometric figures.
The Triangle, which appears in almost all of
Esther’s works, is one of the most useful of
mathematical tools.
There are several facts about triangles which
have been known since the dawn of civilization.
Some of these are also of fundamental
importance today in all fields of science, such as
that whatever size or shape triangle you might
have, the angles all add up to 1 80 degrees; and
that, as stated by Euclid, the sum of the lengths
of two sides of any triangle is greater than the
length of the third.
A third example is that the right angled triangle
has the square on the hypotenuse equal to the
sum of the squares of the 2 adjacent sides (a
result fallaciously attributed to Pythagoras but in
fact known many years before his time). This
fact has been used in many fields as diverse as
architecture, astrophysics and oceanography. It
has even been used in the derivation of
Einstein’s theory of relativity and also led to the
discovery of irrational numbers – those numbers
which cannot be expressed as a fraction or a
recurring decimal. Take a right angled triangle
with the two shorter sides of length 1 as in the
following diagram:

Then 1 2 + 1 2 = 2

Symmetry is of tremendous importance in
mathematics and its subsequent application to
the natural world. Physics, biology and chemistry
all encompass complex symmetric objects and
patterns. In fact the great female mathematician
Emmy Noether was able to show that,
fundamentally, the world works via symmetry.

Mathematically, we say a pattern has some form
of symmetry if it may be transformed into an
identical copy of itself by means of a rigid
motion. That means that the pattern is not
Mahlangu’s designs tend to be more angular, so allowed to be distorted by stretching, bending,
her use of the circle is more sparse than that of cutting or compressing. It also means that
her other geometric figures. From Aristotle to distances must be preserved. So rotation and
Galileo, the circle has been considered the most reflection are examples of rigid motions.
perfect and most beautiful form. In the early
seventeenth century the circle was a staple of Below, I have superimposed two red lines and
poetic imagery and was viewed with varying one yellow dot on Esther's painting. So, if this
degrees of reverence by men and women of painting is reflected in either of the red lines, or
science. What a disappointment it was when rotated about the yellow dot through an angle
Kepler revealed that the planets orbited the sun of 1 80 degrees, we will get a carbon copy of the
original.
in ellipses, not in circles!
The hypotenuse is of length √2 – an irrational
number – the existence of which bitterly upset
many of the ancient Greeks!

The connection between art and mathematics is
well established and ancient. Correlations existed
well before the earliest written accounts, and
appear even in art from the ice age. For
example, rock engravings found at Twyfelfontein
in Namibia and at Driekopseiland in South
Calculating the value of pi as accurately as Africa, which consist of patterns of dots and tally
possible has engrossed mathematicians for strokes, may be examples of early counting
millennia. In the Rhind Papyrus (c1 700BC) an techniques. Links which were sought between
estimate for pi of 3.1 6049 was obtained. Today,
with the use of computers, we have been able
to estimate the value of pi up to 1 2.1 trillion
digits.
Mathematically, it was because of the circle that
the irrational number pi was discovered since –
for every circle, no matter what size, the ratio of
the circumference of a circle to its diameter is
always the same number, pi.

The other noteworthy mathematical aspect of
the circle is that it has perfect symmetry, a
quality which all of Mahlangu’s works in this
exhibition show in remarkable degree. Many
other artists have also made use of symmetry in
their works. In particular, the artist M.C. Escher’s
periodic drawings were based on the
mathematical theory of symmetry.
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figurative images and mathematical concepts
were prevalent in the school of Pythagoras in
archaic Greece.
Demonstrating some of the mathematical
principles present in Mahlangu’s artwork, will, I
hope, enhance the appeal of both mathematics
and the cultural heritage of the Ndebele.
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'THE FIRST LADY TO VISIT
OVERSEAS'

as her career as a contemporary artist in
particular ways.

Same Mdluli

Since her appearance in the Magiciens de la
Terre , Mahlangu’s work has been featured more
extensively internationally than in South Africa.
This includes shows in some of the most
prominent art galleries and museums in the
United States of America, France, Italy and
Germany. 6 While the inclusion of Mahlangu’s
work in these institutions usually takes the form
of murals, there is also an element of
performativity in presenting the work, in which
Mahlangu is complicit; what could easily be read
as a re-enactment of the ethnographic gaze.
Arguably, it is in this moment of participation
that Mahlangu becomes an active subject in the
historical relationship between African art forms,
and the exhibiting of ‘other’ cultures within the
Magiciens de la Terre: Retour sur une exposition institutional frameworks of Western art. Despite
légendaire (2 July - 8 September 201 4 – an curator Jean-Hubert Martin’s claim that the
exhibition displaying the archival material from exhibition was part of the “cultural
the initial exhibition), held at the Centre Georges decolonization” project7, Mahlangu’s inclusion
Pompidou.
(amongst others) seems to have served the
larger purpose of legitimising the perception that
If we take up Steeds’s encouragement to artistic practice from (South) Africa is more
overlook what she calls “the sense of familiarity critically
cogitated
through
Western
that gathers around the exhibition as landmark spectatorship. The result is that scholarship on
and instead look at the raptures and artists like Mahlangu in African art history
discontinuities afresh”, 4 what new readings of the remains faced with the persistent “question of
exhibition are possible or even necessary in how to make modern African artists emerge as
relation to an artist like Mahlangu? It seem to me active subjects in histories of modernism.” 8
that Mahlangu’s relationship to the Magiciens de
la Terre was not only based on a wider Mahlangu’s relationship to Magiciens de la Terre
representation of post-colonial Africa in large was not only based on a wider image of
scale exhibitions of this period 5 , but was also portrayals of post-colonial Africa in large scale
shaped by a particular trajectory of her work in exhibitions of this period 9 , but it also shaped by
the ‘fine /high art’ arena, especially internationally. a particular trajectory of her work in the ‘fine
The broader ramifications of her inclusion, I think, /high art’ arena both locally and especially
are not only signalled by the fact that her art internationally. The broader ramification of how
career begins with Magiciens de la Terre , but also she was included in the art market is
her reappearance in the recent projects revisiting furthermore problematized by the fact that her
the exhibition. For me, these not only highlight art career begins with Magiciens de la Terre .
the persistent assumptions associated with Magiciens exposed Mahlangu and her work to a
exhibiting traditional non-western art alongside wider audience, but it also became a career
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There is a debatable proposition that Ndebele
mural painting, as we know it, is part of a recent
modern construction, which has a political
history that complicates its consideration as a
traditional practice. While this history is
intrinsically linked to the apartheid government’s
bigoted programme of separate development, it
also underscores a disjuncture between the idea
of a modern constructed identity and its
interpretation within a particular historical
discourse. Amongst the ethnic groups the
apartheid policies sought to delineate, the
Ndebele have an intriguing history, not only in
their struggle to be recognised as distinct from
other groups like the Tswana and Sotho, but also
because this history nurtured a particular
aesthetic that has now become an insignia for
Ndebele culture.
Like many other black ethnic groups in South
Africa, the Ndebele have carved a unique
identity which, as noted by Sekibakiba Lekgoathi,
was “from the beginning culturally fluid” 1 ,
encompassing a diversity of ethnic backgrounds.
However, although visual culture took on a more
fluid dynamic of exchanges between art forms, it
seems that for African subjects, the politics of
representation has remained a key component of
how this fluidity is negotiated within various
artistic spaces. To this end, the story of how
Ndebele mural painting came to the
contemporary art world, is as much about the
fluidity of colonially constructed ethnic identity, as
it is about a sense of belonging and pride for
these groups. As a result, I reconsider the work
of the South African based artist Esther
Mahlangu since her appearance in the mega
show Magiciens de la Terre in Paris in 1 989, by
suggesting that her participation in the exhibition
has shaped both her identity as Ndebele as well

Described as “the first exhibition to take a global
overview” 2 by its convenors, Magiciens de la
Terre was represented through a set of dualities
based on the relationship between the ‘centre’
and the ‘periphery’, the ‘West’ and the ‘rest’, and
along variances between the modern and the
traditional. But the exhibition also posed many
other questions which, as pointed out by Lucy
Steeds, were “not only about whether [the
featured artists] were the right ones, but also
about asking if those begged by its premises had
been adequately answered.” 3 In 201 4 two
seminal projects revisiting the Magiciens de la
Terre exhibition were staged in London and Paris,
namely, Magiciens de la Terre: Reconsidered (1 1 1 3 April 201 4 – a film project offering a
reflection on the cinematic history of
colonialism), held at the TATE Modern, and

Western art, but also (although based on a
Western praxis) invoke a long-standing debate
around the question of modernity and its
relationship to African artists.

maker in the realm of contemporary African art,
one that created a range of assumptions about
art from the continent. In Magiciens de la Terre:
Reconsidered, it is suggested that Andrè
Magnin’s1 0 decision to include Mahlangu in the
exhibition was motivated by Sue Williamson's
publication Resistance Art in South Africa (1 989) –
despite Mahlangu not being featured in the
publication itself – and Margaret CourtneyClarke’s publication of photographs documenting
Ndebele people in 1 986. Arriving in South Africa
in October, 1 987, Magnin came across
Mahlangu’s house, which he frames as part of “a
traditional art, mingling social and decorative
functions which had also become a symbol of
resistance.” 1 1
There were indeed social factors that
contributed to such an interpretation of
Mahlangu’s practice, however, it is also important
to point out the shifts that were occurring in
South Africa’s art landscape during this time,
prompted to some extent by exhibitions such as
Tributaries: A View of Contemporary South African

Art, held in 1 985, and later The Neglected
Tradition: towards a new history of South African
Art, held at the Johannesburg Art Gallery in 1 989.

These exhibitions were not only seen as
revisionist, but were also considered to
represent a comprehensive overview of
contemporary South African art, which perhaps
explains the extensive media coverage and
sizeable audiences they received. Although
Mahlangu was not featured in these two
exhibitions1 2, they are important to cite because
they represent an exhibition culture that was at
that time starting to embrace African art forms
that had not previously been considered within
the contemporary art realm.
Reflecting on some of the ‘after thoughts’ 1 3 of
Magiciens de la Terre , Steeds notes that the shift
from ethnology to fine art contributed to the
exhibition being criticised for promoting an
exoticisation. She observes that although the
format “proved to be a good marketing
opportunity in having artists from around the
world making or installing their work in Paris” 1 4, it
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carried a “whiff of fetishisation” 1 5 , in the form of
the video footage taken during the installation of
the show. David Buren similarly critiqued the
show, recalling Mahlangu’s stay and her painting
as a “neo colonial revitalisation of the ‘human
zoo’, an example of which had featured in the
Exposition Universelle a century earlier” 1 6, while
Steeds points out how “much was made of
Mahlangu’s traditional Ndebele attire, for
example.” 1 7 But this was also one of the
seductive aspects of the show, a quality that even
its harshest critics1 8 admitted to, which had to do
with the ‘magical’ interaction between the nonWestern artists and those working in Western
modes. Ostensibly, this was also in-line with the
primary focus of the exhibition: to eradicate
difference between the two by emphasising
‘similarities’ through the display of the work. 1 9
However, writers such as Rasheed Araeen (also
an exhibition participant) questioned why an
equal emphasis was not placed on selecting
works from the villages of Europe. 20 Araeen
argued that despite the exhibition’s efforts to
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shift perceptions about the so-called ‘other’, in
the end, the spectacle of the exhibition and the
ways in which certain artists were presented
remained entrenched in a “collusion of
conservative, liberal and humanist forces.” 21
Araeen’s main concern was that these forces not
only delineated the hegemony of Western
culture, but also that, by not recognising the
underlying historical and epistemological issues of
presenting other cultures, the exhibition
perpetuated the very same claims it sought to
question. 22
The significance of Mahlangu’s inclusion thus
requires both a level of criticality and sensitivity
towards the range of curatorial interpretations
that have been assigned to her work. On the
one hand, these interpretations highlight systems
of classifications inherent in how ‘art’ which is
not Western-based was made consumable for
Western audiences, but, on the other, they
become part of the “raptures and
discontinuities” to which Steeds refers; that in
Mahlangu’s case could perhaps offer a more
nuanced reading of her participation in the
exhibition as well as the art world. During
Magiciens de la Terre , Mahlangu was one of the
artists whose working process was recorded
when she was asked to paint a replica of her
house in South Africa. However, the difference
of context, method and ritual attached to this
process, suggest that Mahlangu’s process was
subjected (like the other non-Western artists) to
the power struggles that have prevailed in what
Araeen aptly calls “the continuing
monopolization of modernism by Western
culture.” 23

continuation of traditions and skills, but also
because
she
subverts
conventional
interpretations by ‘performing’ the act of painting
for an audience. The process of painting on a
wall is not only meditative but in the case of
Ndebele mural painting, as pointed out by Joe
Maganga24, it is often underscored by a
sophisticated understanding of constant
repetition that make a complex whole. This
sense of a whole is further embodied in the
communal aspect of the activity, and could thus
be a potentially rich area of exploration that
moves beyond an ethnographic approach. Over
the years Mahlangu’s material has also radically
changed in that the cow dung (a material loaded
with cultural connotations, a distinct smell and
texture), feathers, and baboon tail she uses
traditionally, are sometimes replaced with
industrial pigments and paintbrushes. 25
In 2008

Africa meets Africa: Ndebele Women
designing Identity was published as an educator’s

(like the other ‘non-Western' artists) prompts a
larger debate around representation. While in
more recent projects this has prompted a
rethinking of the exhibition, it has also revealed
the larger conversation required of Western art
institutions to deal with material culture obtained
through the project of colonial conquest. There
is a symbolic connection between the design
style in beaded aprons made by Ndebele
women and the architectural layout of their
homesteads that is often overlooked. 27 This,
along with the other possibilities for new
readings of artists like Mahlangu, are a means to
challenge institutions that feature her work to
engage more rigorously with the ways in which
these are integral to her self-representation.
The story of how Esther Mahlangu entered the
art market is thus also a story about South
African art and its participation in the global
arena. To suggest, therefore, that Mahlangu is not
aware of her own complicity, not only as a
reflection of her self-awareness but also in terms
of her deliberate performance of her role as an
African artist, is to disempower her and deny her
agency as a significant player in the discourse
surrounding the histories of modernism.

resource for history, visual arts and mathematics.
Compiled as a resource for audiences from high
school level learners onwards, the publication is
not only a useful tool to explore the idea of
knowledge sharing – where various disciplines
intersect as educational and informative – but it
also has a historiographic significance in that it
encourages alternate ways of reading Mahlangu’s 1 Lekgoathi, S, (2008), ‘The AmaNdebele of South
work in relation to Ndebele culture and the idea
Africa, Past and Present: The Case of the Southern
of modernity. These readings, as illustrated
Ndebele’, in Lekgoathi, SP, Smuts, H, Rich, P and
Getz, C, (2008), Africa meets Africa: Ndebele
through the publication, are less about giving a
Women designing Identity, Africa meets Africa NPC,
historical account than the subversion of this
Johannesburg, pp. 1 7.
history26 through the intersection of these visual
and mathematical interpretations, which begin 2 Communiqué de Presse, (1 989), ‘Magiciens de la
to challenge the prevailing perception of Terre: Une exposition’, Musèe National d’Art
Moderne, Centre Georges Pompidou, January.
modernity, particularly those reinforcing the
It is also important to point out that in many of notion that modernity can only be ascribed to
the exhibitions in which Mahlangu’s work is European subjects. This is a subversion that is 3 Steeds, L, (201 3), ‘“Magiciens de la Terre” and
theDevelopment of Transitional Project-Based
featured, her voice as an artist, in terms of also invoked by Mahlangu’s participation in
Curating’ in Steeds, L et. al, (201 3) Making Art
expressing processes, methods and approach, is projects like the BMW Art Cars, in which she
Global (Part 2) ‘Magiciens de la Terre’ 1 989, Afterall
often muted. This could be attributed to the appears alongside some of the most renowned
Books: London, pp.24.
peculiar relationship her work shares with the Pop and Abstract artists, such as Jeff Koons, Andy
touristic market and the ‘high’ art realm. As such, Warhol and David Hockney.
4 Ibid., pp. 25.
Mahlangu takes an advocacy approach to her
work, not only in that she sees it as a Mahlangu’s participation in the initial exhibition
25
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Sharlene Khan notes how since the 1 980s African
art has gained prominence in the Western
contemporary art world through its appearance in
large-scale exhibitions. (Khan, S, (2007),
‘Gatekeeping Africa’, Artlink, Vol. 27, No. 2 (June),
Australia, pp. 51 -54.)

6 In 1 989 following the ‘Magiciens de la Terre’
exhibition. Mahlangu did a mural painting at the
Musèe des Beaux Arts – Museum for African Art,
Paris, France; in 1 991 her mural painting was part
of the BMW Art Cars exhibit at the 9th Documenta
in Kassel, Germany; in 1 994 she was
commissioned to do a mural for National Museum
of Woman in the Arts, Washington D.C., USA; and
in 2006 her work showed in the Beyond Lilith: The
Sacred Feminine, Scuderie Aldobrandini Frascati,
Roma, Italy.
7 Martin, J, (1 990), ‘Overhead: former Beaubourg
director Jean-Hubert Martin talks with Thomas
McEvilley’, Contemporanea, No. 23, December,
pp. 11 0.
8 Ogbechie, S, (2009), ‘Interrogating African
Modernity: Art, Cultural Politics, and Global
Identities’, Critical Interventions: Journal of African
Art History and Visual Culture, Vol. 3, No. 4, pp.1 .
9 Sharlene Khan notes how since the 1 980s African
art has gained prominence in the Western
contemporary art world through its appearance in
large-scale exhibitions. Khan, S, (2007),
'Gatekeeping Africa', Artlink Vol. 27, No. 2 (June),
Australia, pp 51 -54.
1 0 Andrè Magnin was the deputy commissioner for
the exhibition and a key co-curator particularly in
African art. He was also the chief curator for the
Pigozzi collection.
11 Magiciens de la Terre: Retour sur une exposition
légendaire, ‘Mission in South Africa, 1 8 October - 8
November 1 987’, curated by Sassen, S, 2 July - 8
September, 201 4, Centre Georges Pompidou.
1 2 Tributaries however included a number of
traditional Ndebele objects such as Mapotos
(married women’s aprons), Dancing Maces and
dolls. (Burnett, R, (1 985), Tributaries: a view of
contemporary South African Art, BMW
Kulturprogramm: Johannesburg, pp. 29; 39; 51 .)
1 3 Steeds, et. al, pp. 62.

1 4 Ibid.; Making Art Global (Part 2) ‘Magiciens de la
Terre’ (1 989) was also part of the literary material
that accompanied discussions in the ‘Magiciens de
la Terre: Reconsidered’ project hosted by the TATE
(see page 1 ).
1 5 Steeds, et. al, pp. 62.
1 6 David Buren in conversation with the author, 21
November 2011 .
1 7 Steeds, et. al, pp. 62.
1 8 Rasheed Araeen, Nicolas Bourriaud, Thomas
McEvilley and Jean Fisher, among many others,
wrote about the seduction exercised by the
exhibition over them (Steeds, L, et. al., pp. 97).
1 9 Steeds, L, et. al., pp. 245.
20 Araeen, R, pp. 245.
21 Ibid., pp. 239.
22 Araeen, R, pp. 238-239.
23 Ibid., pp. 240.
24 Maganga, J, (201 4), ‘The Chronicles of Ndebele
Artists Esther Mahlangu’, [Online] Available at:
http://afroartmedia.com/the-chronicles-of-ndebeleartist-esther-mahlangu/
[Accessed 22 February 201 5].
25 The Torso of 2006, for example, illustrates this: a
sculptural work of a mannequin painted with
Ndebele design in acrylic and adorned with a
beaded apron (Lekgoathi, S, pp. 45).
26 Lekgoathi, S, pp. 6- 26.
27 Smuts, H & Rich, P, ‘Designing Southern Ndebele
Identity’, in Lekgoathi, SP et al., pp. 34.
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ESTHER MAHLANGU:
CONTEMPORARY ARTIST
Andries Loots
With a career spanning over 50 years, Esther
Mahlangu recently held centre stage on the
global art scene once again, this time for the
Virginia Museum of Fine Arts commissioning of
two murals at their entrance (201 4). Yet, despite
a prestigious career filled with many such
accomplishments, it seems there are still some
within the art community who think of her as a
somewhat esoteric outsider. At the very least it
is the case that the similarities between Mahlangu
and her contemporaries have been overlooked
by many art historians, critics and writers, who
tend to approach her work anthropologically,
often reverting to stereotypical views of African
art.

That thick nub brush, made from the Bobbejaan's
Stert [Baboon's Tail] plant, that she’s using almost
looks like a paint pen – a thick paint marker that
you would use in graffiti to get that really bold,
clean line style. The making of graffiti tools has
become an art in itself, and that nub brush she
uses is very similar to a common tool made from a
shoe polish dauber that's referred to as a 'mop' –
a solid, rounded point that has a reservoir of paint
that’s released when you apply pressure.

Of course such innovations are also a comment
on the rich tradition of Ndebele artwork, and
the fact that Mahlangu is Ndebele is central to
her art-making: “That’s honestly something that I
find myself almost jealous of in a lot of other
people’s work,” says Broth, “when they have a
connection to their past and where they are
from. This is honest. It comes from a cultural
place or from something inside of her.”

Mahlangu's contemporary status may have
begun with the 1 989 Magiciens de la Terre
Mahlangu is well-known for her sincerity, energy exhibition in the Pompidou, but since then there
and generosity of spirit, qualities which, have been several other equally important
manifested in her work and personality, are milestones in her career. While her participation
especially appreciated by her fellow artists. At in the BMW Art Car Project was certainly an
the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts a fascinating early highlight, less well-known, but in the
review of Mahlangu’s work and technique came context of her career equally important, is her
from two of Richmond’s young street artists – participation at the 5 th Biennale in Lyon, in 2000.
Michael Broth and Andre Shank [a.k.a. Her collaboration at the event with American
Bombproof or Bmbprf]. With MOCA LA (Art in artist Sol LeWitt on a mural, which was cothe Streets) and the Tate Modern (Street Art) signed by the two artists and was displayed at
recently sanctioning street art with major shows, the entrance to the Fair, was a coup for
their comments are especially salient. 1
Mahlangu, and to many signalled her
establishment as a key player in the world of
In considering Mahlangu’s work, Shank was struck contemporary art. Of course, there are many
by her art making process: “That is a great lining more such milestones in her career, the course
brush! See how stiff it is? When you press down, of which is itself enough to dispel any reductive
it’s not going to splay out, so you can apply a lot classifications of her work.
of pressure and still get the same thickness of
line.” Broth was similarly impressed by the effect Again picking up on the more subtle qualities of
of Mahlangu’s tooling, with both artists implying Mahlangu’s work, Broth states: “Yes, if you want
clear parallels between Mahlangu’s practice and it perfectly straight, have a computer do it. Her
the urban landscape:
line work is bold, vibrant… it has a Keith Haring
illustrative quality.” The case for a comparison
with Haring can, however, be taken far beyond
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this “illustrative quality”, because there is a
remarkably similar trajectory between his and
Mahlangu’s careers. As a street artist, Haring,
painted walls in his distinct line drawings
wherever he went, as well as creating more than
50 public works between 1 982 and 1 989 around
the world, and participating in numerous
museum exhibitions and shows. Mahlangu
similarly started her career by doing wall painting
in traditional materials and designs, before
modifying her style, pallet and artistic vocabulary,
and adapting it to the vibrant connection she
made with the contemporary Western world.
What is more, like Haring, Mahlangu was
involved in multiple commissions, museum
exhibitions and shows. The performance aspect
of Mahlangu’s murals is something that has
aroused a fair deal of controversy, but it is
interesting to note that a number of Haring’s
works were also done as performances in the
presence of spectators.
Both artists also participated in the BMW Art
Car Project, which was introduced in 1 975 by
French race car driver and auctioneer, Hervé
Poulain. Haring painted a red BMW Z1 at Hans
Mayer Gallery in Düsseldorf in 1 987, which is
now housed in a private collection. The car
displays Haring’s strong, graphic line, and his
characteristic repertoire of emblematic signs.
Mahlangu’s participation was the 1 2th in the
series, in 1 991 , painting a BMW 525i. She coated
the bodywork of the car with the bright colours
and clearly distinguishable ornamental shapes
typical of her style.
The two artists also have another kind of
bodywork in common. After being introduced to
Grace Jones by Andy Warhol, the singer’s body
became the canvas upon which Haring created
some of his most striking images of the mid1 980s. Body painting was a natural extension of
the ephemeral nature of Haring’s art, and the
process also contributed to Jones’s reputation as
an innovator of cutting edge style and fashion.
Likely influenced by this, Mahlangu painted
supermodel Iman’s body for ‘Kennedy, Vision of

the Ndebele’, an article that appeared in Town
and Country in 1 992. The famous images feature
the model painted in chalky white and blue paint
against a matching wall mural. Body painting is a
common practise in many cultures, but utilizing it
in this way elevated it to the realm of high
fashion.

able to do that.”
That she remains deeply involved in art-making is
testament to the passion she has brought not
only to her career, but to a life at which many of
us can only marvel. “It’s super inspiring,” says
Shank, I hope I’m 79 one day, and it would be
really cool if I could still paint. Her story is the fairy

Haring collaborated with various companies tale for anybody pursuing financial security by
throughout his career (Coke Cola, Absolut creating artwork – some no-name nobody from
Vodka, Reebok, Tommy Hilfiger, to name but a nowhere that was just doing it because they loved
few) and thereby expanded his own brand. doing it and then, all of a sudden, people decided
Sneakers, high-end designer shoes, clothing, and that their work was special. For everyone who’s
every day usable objects were produced carrying trying to make a career out of it, you’ve got to hope
his tag and designs, with Haring himself later that happens to you. It’s similar to the Basquiat
starting his own ‘Pop Shop’, where commercial story where there’s some homeless kid doing graffiti
objects and art were sold. In all of this he also and a year later, he’s selling work for thousands of
regularly collaborated with other artists like LAII dollars.
(Angel Ortiz). Like Haring, Mahlangu has
collaborated with various brands, such as British 1 Taken from an interview (pers.comm) with Michael
Airways, Fiat, FIFA, and Brazilian footwear brand
Broth and Andre Shank [a.ka. Bombproof/Bmbprf],
Melissa. More recently, she has also partnered
201 4.
with Swedish company Eytys, which launched a
high-end ‘Esther Mahlangu’ sneaker range at Paris
Fashion week in June 201 5, in line with similar Andries Loots is a curator, art collector,
ranges by artists like Haring, Damien Hirst, and gallery owner and commentator. He has
studied Education at the University of
Takashi Murakami.
Potchefstroom and Fine Arts through the
Parallels also exist between her work and that of University of South Africa.
the contemporary artists Donald Judd, Sol
LeWitt and Victor Vasarely, which enforces
Mahlangu's standing as a full-fledged
contemporary artist.
Now in her 80th year, Mahlangu has nothing left
to prove, but an exhibition at this time is a timely
opportunity to reflect upon a prestigious but still
expanding career. “Painting murals is brutal,” says
Broth, “The hardest part for me, physically, is
getting up in the morning and feeling all the pain
from the previous day and then going out to do
it again. You get pain in your back, hip, legs, neck
from climbing ladders and being in weird
positions, bent over. I started wearing kneepads
after doing one job where I couldn’t walk for
two days because I’d been on my knees the
whole day. I can’t imagine being 79 and still being
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POSITIONING ESTHER
MAHLANGU

figurative and abstract that is depicted in her
trademark symbol, the razor blade, or itjhefana.
The razor blade is a vital object in Mahlangu’s
day-to-day life, and is also frequently used in
tribal rituals. She was intrigued by the design of
Daniel Hewson
According to Richard Woodward, curator of the razor blade and the way that the space in the
African Art at the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts, centre created so much potential for abstract
It is the late 1 980s and the global art movement “ Magiciens de la Terre changed the paradigm of and geometric expression. These designs offer
is shifting considerably. Exclusive dialogues how we look at global art. Esther was one of the the viewer a vibrant “tension between
between Europe and North America are ice breakers.” Given these shifts within the representational elements and abstract
changing and opening up. Suddenly there is a international art landscape, Mahlangu’s discovery geometries”, and it is within tension that
new engagement with Africa. It is fresh and as an artist was inextricably linked to the shifts Mahlangu positions her practice – between
trendy with arguments against the dated taking place in museum enquiry and thinking at abstraction and representation, craft and fine art,
‘primitivist’ theories that dominated art from the time. Was she simply in the right place at the old ways and new, highbrow and low. Is this the
Africa and the peripheries. It is not that dissimilar right time?
kind of tension that the Western world was
to the wave that art from Africa is currently
looking for, a tension that curators could use to
riding – African art fairs in London and New As a young girl Mahlangu would sit and watch question the notions and parameters of so-called
York, Okwui Enwezor, the master curator of the her mother and friends painting wall murals, ‘primitivist’ debates?
201 5 Venice Biennale, a plethora of new fairs in initially only being allowed to paint the rear walls
Southern Africa and a gigantic ‘museum of art of the houses. But later, as the senior women Comparisons have been made between
from Africa’, based on a German’s African art began to notice her talent, she began painting Mahlangu’s style of painting and that of the
collection, being constructed in the tourist mecca more significant areas. History sits with these European Cubists. Both Mahlangu and the Cubist
of Cape Town.
women, and they create it as they paint – style of painting have the ability to depict the
Mahlangu herself absorbing history from her three-dimensional and the two-dimensional on a
The so-called ‘global turn’ across the art world elders, like the Ndebele tradition itself, absorbing flat plane. The way Mahlangu paints stairs begs
occurred in the late 1 980s. Amidst this frivolous and assimilating, keeping what she can, discarding the viewer to climb them, and the painted light
excitement, a group of French curators set out what stifles. The introduction of PVA paint switch entices the viewer to cast electrical light
on a quest to find living non-Western artists. This enabled the women to begin painting the brightly into a dark living room. Ironically, the Cubist
was the pre-production of Magiciens de la Terre coloured, geometric Ndebele murals that have movement was heavily influenced by art from
or Magicians of the Earth , a massive exhibition become so iconic in Mahlangu’s oeuvre. When Africa; a fresh and dynamic dialogue that can be
held at the Pompidou Center in Paris in which the apartheid government became aware of traced back to artists such as Pablo Picasso in the
fifty non-Western artists’ works were exhibited these murals they were delighted because they early 1 900s. This was a time when huge
right next to those of fifty Western artists. In entrenched the apartheid policy of separate collections of ethnographic material were being
part, the exhibition was a reaction to the development. This support became further consumed, brought back to Europe from the
Primitivism in 20th Century Art: Affinity of the Tribal entwined with the tourism industry as large African colonies. Contorted angular figures, faces
and Modern show, held in 1 984 at the Museum numbers of visitors started arriving at these resembling African masks, and textured surfaces
of Modern Art in New York. This was the first Ndebele centres and ultimately helped bring intrinsic to African design all appeared in
time that African and Oceanic art objects were Mahlangu to the attention of the Pompidou Picasso’s painting, most noticeably the archetypal
placed next to modern artworks by artists such curators. In hindsight, how ironic it is that the Les Demoiselles d’Avignon from 1 907, a protoas Picasso. The show received much criticism, support shown by the apartheid government Cubist work. It was surely not Mahlangu’s
with one critic going as far as to call it, “an helped produce one of the art forms that, today, intention to reference Cubist approaches, but
amazingly unconsidered display of neocolonialist are so symbolic of diversity and South African part of this tension arises from Mahlangu’s
mentality.” In response, the head curator of democracy.
interaction with the outer Western world and
Magiciens de la Terre , Jean-Hubert Martin,
the inner cultural world of her Ndebele heritage.
attempted to counteract what he saw as Much of Mahlangu’s painting is heavily dominated The fundamental core between Mahlangu and
ethnocentric practices in the Western by bold, bright and powerful geometric patterns. the Cubists is an obsession with surface, and
contemporary art world. All artists in Magiciens In these patterns a tension exists between the both Mahlangu and Picasso reveal their journey
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would be referenced and named, unlike the
many anonymous artists’ objects displayed beside
the well-known Western masters in the
Primitivism exhibition.

into the ways of manipulating this surface.
Mahlangu’s inclusion in Magiciens de la Terre was
the first of many invitations. To this day her most
popular and recognized artwork is the 1 991
BMW intervention. Having been invited to be
part of this project, Mahlangu had, within a short
span of time, transformed her BMW prototype
into a unique and striking artwork that exhibits a
mastery of Ndebele painting techniques. This
project is already twenty-four years old, yet it still
feels fresh and current. The only aspect that
makes the artwork feel dated is the BMW car
itself! The project opened up a fascinating debate
around the relationship between art and
technology. However, I do question the sincerity
of such an intervention by a German automobile
company. If this prototype was so well-received
why did they not ask her to produce more of
them? I can envision a huge fleet of these cars,
dazzled in Mahlangu’s trademark patterns!
Considering the time and the changing Western
art perspectives, Mahlangu was the perfect
candidate for a European automobile company.
It was a much needed intervention, as previous
BMW art cars were not nearly as multi-cultural,
striking or vibrant as Mahlangu’s. The project
demonstrates Mahlangu’s willingness to engage in
non-traditional and unconventional artistic
ventures. Her practice is similar to that of a
chameleon: always willing to adapt and absorb
the stimuli in a close proximity. As she herself
explained, “My art has evolved from the tribal
tradition of decorating our homes… The patterns
I have used on the BMW marry tradition to the
essence of BMW.” The intervention itself was a
huge success, but also points to the ever
increasing nature of art as product – the
commodification of the art object.
New York based artist, Andrea Fraser, also raises
a number of points which are helpful to consider
in contextualising Mahlangu´s practice. Fraser
suggests that, “We’re in the midst of the total
corporatization and marketization of the artistic
field.” As such, the art field has become an
increasingly competitive global market, a market

that values sales, and “where a rich and popular
artist is almost invariably considered a good
artist.” As much as the global art world
continues to boom, so art increasingly becomes
viewed as a series of commoditised objects that
collectors hope will gain value over time. It is
with this in mind that we can situate Esther
Mahlangu. Mahlangu’s practice became known at
a time when global art perspectives were
shifting, when art-as-product was on the rise, and
at a hugely historic moment in South African
history, when Nelson Mandela was released
from prison, the African National Congress
(ANC) was unbanned, and South Africa became
a fully-fledged democracy. It was a decisive time
for Mahlangu’s career to broaden and evolve.
Mahlangu’s practice has broadened to a number
of different surfaces and products. She has
painted onto skate decks - an activity directly
associated with the underground, grunge, low art
subculture, and is also closely tied to the graffiti
and mural art movements, an artistic area that is
rapidly growing. As Andries Loots clarifies,
“There is clearly a rising fascination with artmaking in urban spaces as people attempt to
become familiar with an increasingly urban
environment”, but similarly, the covering and
transforming of mundane surfaces is an essential
cog in Mahlangu’s practice. Rather than confine
herself to certain artistic trends, she has opened
her art to an audience that differs from the
typical gallery and museum subculture, but we
should not forget that these surfaces are
products, items made to be consumed.
Recently Mahlangu began working on another
unconventional project in the realm of fashion,
more specifically, shoe design. In this instance
Mahlangu has designed footwear in collaboration
with the Swedish company, Eytys. This is also not
the first time, Mahlangu has worked on
footwear, having collaborated with Brazilian
footwear brand, Melissa, on the overtly clichéd,
Afromania. With the booming growth of the art
industry, so the relationship between Fine Art
and fashion has solidified and, I would argue,
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become purposefully intertwined and blurred.
Mahlangu positions herself across both these
disciplines and I remain intrigued at the way she
is open to new possibilities, yet is fully aware of
the ‘production’ which her art facilitated. While it
is easy to appreciate her talent and proficiency as
an artist, she is perhaps an equally artful
entrepreneur.
One cannot doubt the integrity and commitment
Mahlangu has displayed towards her practice
over the last eight decades, especially given that
she was producing and working on Ndebele
murals in her community for a long period
before achieving success. In today’s age of
consumerism and instant gratification, there are
few artists who would paint for five decades
whilst receiving almost no recognition, but Esther
Mahlangu did. It is fair, I think, to suggest that
Mahlangu welcomed the commodification of art
objects, and this may be one reason why she is
not featured as much as her contemporaries. It
also seems evident that a series of hugely
significant events within the global art network
had a bearing on Mahlangu’s career and success.
Had perspectives remained stagnant post the
Primitivism exhibition, there may not have been a
catalyst for the incorporation of artists from the
periphery, and this would have significantly
altered her career. To my mind, the art world
seems to be going through a similar phase now
to that of the 1 980s, when the Northern
Hemisphere was scrambling to collect
contemporary art from Africa. Given this, one
has to wonder whether Esther Mahlangu would
have been discovered in 201 5, with the global art
world positioned as it is. My own answer would
be an emphatic, yes!
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Untitled 201 5

Acrylic on mannequin with beaded
apron
94cm

38

Untitled 201 5

Acrylic on skate deck
82cm

Untitled 201 5

Acrylic on mannequin
94cm

44

p44-45: Untitled 201 4

Acrylic on canvas
1 00 x 1 49cm
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p46-47: Untitled 201 4

Acrylic on canvas
25 x 80cm
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p48-49: Untitled 201 4

Acrylic on canvas
80 x 1 1 9cm
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p50-51 : Untitled 201 4

Acrylic on canvas
80 x 1 1 9cm
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Untitled 201 4

Acrylic on pots
61 - 21 cm
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Untitled 201 0

Acrylic on canvas
1 25 x 1 85cm
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p55: Untitled 201 4 / 201 5

Acrylic on board
30 x 42cm
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Untitled 201 5

Acrylic on canvas
98 x 1 49cm
Untitled 201 4

Acrylic on canvas
1 94 x 1 96cm

Untitled 201 5

Untitled 201 5

98 x 1 49cm

98 x 1 49cm

Acrylic on canvas

Acrylic on canvas
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Untitled 201 5

Acrylic on canvas
98 x 1 49cm
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CURRICULUM VITAE
Born 1 1 November 1 935 near Middelburg, Mpumalanga Province, South Africa.
Esther Nikwambi Mahlangu was taught the skill of mural painting by her mother and grandmother.
Between 1 980 - 1 991 she was a resident at the Botshabelo open air museum which presents Ndebele culture to visitors.

Solo Exhibitions
201 5
201 4
201 2
201 0
2008
2007
2007
2005
2003
1 998
1 997
1 991

Esther Mahlangu 80, UCT Irma Stern Museum, Cape Town, SA
Esther Mahlangu: An Artistic Residency, Virginia Museum of Fine Arts,
Overlay, 34FineArt, Cape Town, SA

Virginia, USA

Centro Espositivo St. Art, Calenzano, Italy
Esther Mahlangu: Reacquiring, The Kyle Kauffman Gallery, New York, USA
Esther Mahlangu 2007, 34LONG, Cape Town, SA
Why Africa?, Fiat 500, Turin, Italy
Esther Mahlangu , 34LONG, Cape Town, SA
Esther Mahlangu 2003 , UCT Irma Stern Museum, Cape Town, SA
Museum of Oceanian and African Art, Paris, France
BA Airways Tail paintings, UK
BMW Art Cars Commission, Germany

Selected Exhibitions and projects

201 5 Imibala Gallery, Somerset West, SA
201 5 Sneaker design with Swedish Company Eytys, Paris Fashion Week, France
201 5 40 years of BMW Art Cars, BMW Museum, München, Germany
201 4 Traditional African Murals, Museum of African Art, Belgrade, Serbia
201 4 Look Mickey!, 34FineArt, Cape Town, SA
201 4 Les Magiciens de la Terre , Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris, France
201 4 Guggenheim Museum, Bilbao, Spain
201 4 Cape Town Art Fair, Cape Town, SA
201 3 1 :54 Contemporary African Art Fair, London, UK
201 3 Urban Interpretation , Graffik Gallery, London, UK
201 3 Four Walls, 34FineArt, Cape Town, SA
201 2 Art Drive! Exhibition, Great Eastern Street Car Park in Shoreditch, London, UK
201 2 Urban Interpretation , 34FineArt, Cape Town, SA
201 2 Blend, 34FineArt, Cape Town, SA
201 1 Durban Tourism Indaba, Durban, SA
201 1 Ensemble , 34FineArt, Cape Town, SA
201 1 ArtMonaco'1 1 , Monaco
201 1 Museum of Arts and Design, New York, USA
201 0 África. Objetos y Sujetos, Teatro Fernán Gómez, Centro de Arte, Madrid, Spain
201 0 ATASA Trust Southern Africa Handcraft & Ndebele Art Exhibition, Newtown, SA
201 0 La mostra sulla Regina d’Africa Esther Mahlangu, Napoli, Italy
201 0 Museum of Arts and Design, New York City, USA
201 0 FIFA Official Artist, Italy
2009 Sortilèges, Fondation pour L'art Contemporain, Claudine et Jean-Marc Salomon, Alex, France
2009 3 rd Moscow Biennale of Contemporary Art, Moscow, Russia
2009 - 201 0 Africa? Una nuova storia, Complesso del Vittoriano, Rome, Italy
2008 The Speed Art Museum, Louisville, Kentucky, USA
2008 Denver Museum of Art, Denver, Colorado, USA
2008 Philadelphia Museum of Art, Philadelphia, USA
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2007 Why Africa?, Pinacoteca Giovanni e Marella Agnelli, Turin, Italy
2007 Painted the New Fiat 500 - "Why Africa?", The Pigozzi Collection, Italy
2007 SA Art -- Signs, Danubiana Meulensteen Art Museum, Bratislava, Slovakia
2007 Berlin and Beyond Art in Public Places, Florida, USA
2007 Durban Art Gallery, Durban, SA
2007 Orlando Museum of Art, Orlando, USA
2007 The Walters Art Museum, Baltimore, Maryland, USA
2007 Tacoma Museum of Art, Tacoma, Washington, USA
2006 1 00% African ; The Jean Pigozzi Contemporary African Art Collection, Guggenheim Museum, Bilbao, Spain
2006 Indianapolis Museum of Art, Indianapolis, Indiana, USA
2006 Memory Innovation Tradition , 34 LONG, Cape Town, SA
2006 Roppongi Hills Art Museum, Tokyo, Japan
2006 Beyond Lilith: The Sacred Feminine , Scuderie Aldobrandini Frascati, Roma, Italy
2005 Arts of Africa, Grimaldi Forum, Monaco
2005 Yokohama Triennial, Japan
2005 New Identities Contemporary Art from South Africa, Pretoria Art Museum & Johannesburg Art Gallery, SA
2005 Galleria Spacia, Italy
2005 South Africa-USA Native American Exchange Project, Institute of American Indian Arts, Santa Fe, USA
2005 Project Row Houses, Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, USA
2005 African Art Now: Masterpieces from the Jean Pigozzi Collection, Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, USA
2005 National Museum of African Art, The Smithsonian Institution, Washington D.C., USA
2004 New Identities Contemporary Art from South Africa, Museum Bochum, Germany
2004 New Orleans Jazz Festival, South African Stage, New Orleans, USA
2003 Dentro e Fuori le Mura, Fabbrica Eos, Milano, Italy
2002 Passport to South Africa, Centro Culturale Trevi, Bolzano, Italy
2002 The Art of Colour, Knysna Fine Art Gallery, Knysna, SA
2001 Arte Africana Contemporanea, Galleria d'arte Spazia, Bologna, Italy
2001 Galleria Cavellini, Brescia, Italy
2001 South Africa Today, The Helsinki Fair Centre, Finland
2000 5 th Biennale of Contemporary Art, Lyons, France
2000 Dialogue of Cultures, EXPO 2000, Hannover, Germany
1 999 The Three Rivers Art Festival, Pittsburgh, USA
1 999 <<REWIND>>FAST FORWARD.ZA , Van Reekum Museum, Apeldoorn, Netherlands
1 998 Solo Exhibition, Musée des Arts d'Afrique et d'Océanie, Paris, France
1 998 Africa Africa: Vibrant New Art from a Dynamic Continent, Tobu Museum of Art, Tokyo, Japan
1 997 Exhibit Gallery, Philadelphia, USA
1 997 York College, Los Angeles, California, USA
1 997 Mural for National Museum of Woman in the Arts, Washington D.C., USA
1 997 Ndebele Images - Then and Now, National Arts Club, New York, USA
1 997 Oog op Zuidelijke Afrika, Het Afrika Museum, Berg en Dal, Netherlands
1 997 Portal to America, Installation, Spoleto Festival, Charleston, South Carolina, USA
1 997 African Immigrant Folklife Festival, Washington D.C., USA
1 996 Parish Gallery, Georgetown, USA
1 996 Exhibition for the Congressional Black Caucus, Washington D.C., USA
1 996 Armour J. Blackburn Centre, Howard University, Washington D.C., USA
1 996 World Bank, Washington D.C., USA
1 996 Mural - Ministry of Finance Building, Pretoria, SA
1 996 Mural - Alexandra Township Stadium, Johannesburg, SA
1 995 BMW Art Cars and Paintings Exhibition, Sydney, Australia
1 995 Group Exhibition, Market Theatre, Johannesburg, SA
1 994 BMW Art Cars Collection, National Museum of Woman in the Arts, Washington D.C., USA
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1 994
1 994
1 994
1 994
1 994
1 993
1 993
1 993
1 992
1 992
1 992
1 992
1 992
1 992
1 991
1 991
1 991
1 991
1 991
1 990
1 990
1 990
1 990
1 989
1 989
1 989
1 989

Mural - National Museum of Woman in the Arts, Washington D.C., USA
Mural - Ndebele College of Education, KwaNdebele, SA
Mural - African Festival, Lisbon, Portugal
Mural - European Inventive Business Travel Meetings Exhibition, Geneva, Switzerland
Out of Africa , Musée des Beaux-Arts de Nantes, France
La Grande Vérité, Les Astres Africains, Nantes Fine Arts Museum, Nantes, France
European Inventive Business Travel Meetings Exhibition, Lisbon, Portugal
Geneva International Exhibition, Geneva, Switzerland
Comme des Garçons, Tokyo, Japan; New York, USA; and Paris, France
Out of Africa , Saatchi Gallery, London, UK
Fire Screen, Civic Theatre, Johannesburg, SA
BMW Art Cars, Documenta 9, Kassel, Germany
Africa Hoy, Groninger Museum, Groningen, Netherlands
Africa Hoy, Cultural Centre of Contemporary Art, Mexico City, Mexico
BMW Art Cars, Johannesburg, Durban, Cape Town, SA
Painting columns in Building, Tokyo, Japan
Fashion Collection, Tokyo, Japan
Ny Afrikansk Billedkunst, Copenhagen, Denmark
Africa Hoy, Centro Atlantico de Arte Moderno, Las Palmas, de Gran Canaria, Spain
Caravan Auto Show, Lavante, France
Bordeaux Festival, Bordeaux, France
Mural Painting, Rosebank Shopping Centre, SA
Mural Painting, Johannesburg School, SA
Centre de la Villette, Paris, France
Fine Arts Museum, Angoulême, France
Mural Painting, Musée des Beaux Arts, France
Les Magiciens de la Terre , Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris, France

Collections

Meulensteen Art Museum, Bratislava, Slovakia
The Pigozzi Collection, Geneva, Switzerland
Johnnic Communications Management Services Collection, Johannesburg, SA
Museum Bochum, Bochum, Germany
South African National Gallery, Iziko Museums, Cape Town, SA
BROKER Art Collection, Belgium
BOE Bank, Cape Town, SA
Musée des Arts d'Afrique et d'Océanie, Paris, France
Botshabelo Museum, Botshabelo, SA
BMW Art Cars Collection, Germany
World Bank Collection, USA
Museum of Modern Art, Equatorial Guinea
BHP Billiton Collection, Johannesburg, SA
Roppongi Hills Art Museum, Japan
Virginia Museum of Fine Arts, Virginia, USA
Museum Bochum, Germany
Pretoria Art Museum, Pretoria, SA
RE:CM Collection, Cape Town, SA
National Museum of Woman in the Arts, Washington D.C., USA
Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris, France
Musée des Beaux Arts, France
Esther's work is also represented in numerous other private collections.
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Awards

201 2 1 st Mbokodo Award, South African Women in the Arts, SA
201 0 Increasing Access to the Arts Award - 1 3 th annual BASA Awards, SA
2007 The Heritage Award for Preservation and Promotion of South African Heritage and Culture, The Premier of KZN, SA
2006 The Order of Ikhamanga (Silver), Government of South Africa, SA
2006 National Arts and Culture Trust, Lifetime Achievement Award, SA
2001 Arts and Culture Award, Art Promotion, SA
2001 Pan African Broadcasting, Heritage and Achievement Award (PABHA), SA
2001 Radio Ndebele Award, SA
1 999 Mpumalanga Arts and Culture Award, SA
1 997 Nassau County Commendation, New York, USA
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